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TEACHING THE HANDICAPPED: Dr. Marvin Mills, 
left, a professor in the
Department of Safety Engineering and Health at Mur
ray State University, in-
structs three participants in a recent workshop 
at the university designed
to help teachers train handicapped individu
als to operate automobiles.
Shown from the left, are Sister Catherine Marie L
auterwasser, Mount St
Joseph Academy, Owensboro; john Bradsh
aw, Kentucky School for the
Deaf, Danville; and Clayton Hargrove, Calloway C
ounty High School driver
training instructor. Twenty-five teachers from across
 Kentucky took part in
the week-long workshop,, which was co-sponso
red by the university and
the Kentucky Department of Transportation
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Nixon Visit To Hyden Ends
Career May Await Ex-President.
San Clemente.
"To the extent any people in politics,
be they Republicans or Democrats,
follow my views and get advice in areas
I may be competent in, I'll provide it,"
tie told reparters. _
And although he ruled out "politics in
the traditional sense," Nixon appears
poised to become a critic of the Carter
administration at least in the area of
foreign policy. That was the case in his
maiden speech, and its suceess with tie
citizenry of Leslie C,oulay could only be
encouragement for Nixon.
Other than his 197e trip to China, the
former president has not done much
traveling until this year. Now, more
'and more, he has ventured beyond the
gates of Casa Pacifica, his seaside
.estate. He flew to Washington in
January to attend Hubert Humphrey's
funeral. Dr-the spring he went to the
Bahamas to visit his friend Robert
Abplanalp and also stopped off in New
York.
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
HYDEN, Ky. (AP) - . Richard M.
Nixon. has made his first public apeech
since his resigpation and it may be the-
start of a new career as an elder
. statesman and adviser .
The former president intends' to
breigt ea of his selVimposed exile In.....
He also attended a major league
baseball game last week ant even
permitted a redio interview--
restricted, however, to sports. Nixon's
move toward "going public". began
with the paid-for interviews he hadlast
year with David Frost That gave him a
chance to explain Watergate and defuse
it as a -tantilizing interview subject.
Striking Firemen In 1. em
Lines In Front Of City's S
i •
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - Striking Clin
ton Burrows, a union spokesman,
Metennhia firemen set up picket lines 
said workers at the other two sanitation
tgetay in front of the all three of the 
yards followed suit.
city's sanitation yards, Salting nearly 
"They are not crossing the picket
all trash collection in this city of 800,009 ,li
nes," said Janet Graves, a City Hall
people. --
The new trouble tame in The third day
of a strike by union firefighters that has
'plunged the etty into a state of civil
emergeney. 
Since the strike began,' the 'tity has
been hit by hundreds of fires, and
Mayor Wyeth Chandler said most of
them were set by striking firefighters.
A lone picket for the striking firemen
took up station at the entrance of South -
Sanitation Yard. He was joined by 
City lawyers were scheduled to ask
seven other strikers, and the sanitation Chancer
y Court for a restraining-order'
workers decided to honor. their picket!:
line and refused to drive city tucks
from the yard.
Possibility Of Resuming Peace. Talks -
-employee who said she was
forthe city. "We do not know if they
pick up later."
The sanitation workers, members of
nf _the_ Amecicaniederadon
of State, County and- Municipal
Employees, voted :Saturday to accept
the same wage increase package the
firemen rejected. The city is
negotiating contracts with several
municipal unions, including the police.
to get the firemen back to 'work.
Chancellor Robert Hoffman rejected a
similar. order Saturday on grounds
Ms
/
memoirs carried that prom's a
step further, and Nixda, still digoroul
• -at 65-and a politician to the core, un-
doubtably is eager to go on to the next
thing. 
For his start, he could not have
picked abetter place than Ryden in the
tif -east-ern • 1entutky to
claim for the former president ap-
peared to-be almost total. In that
context,, one resident observed that
"„Nixon picked the garden spot in the
world to come to."
his memoirs which are on sale in Hyden
only at the list price of $20.
To th_i_kcrowd, -Nixon made a stong
appeal to patriotism. "Young men four
times this century have beeje asked to
die for America," he said addressing
The 4,000 who were.squeezeel into the himself to the young peopl
e in the
hot, stuffy recreation center applauded crowd. "You are asked t
o live for -
i.onfu tlux militates wherr he begait---Arneriee— and-whatever yo
uhear to
.-deliver his message that only a strong
America_ can keep the peace, that
"tough talk, when not backed up by
strong action, is just like an empty
cannon." *
The town of 500 has voted Pettiocratte
only once in its 100 Years and its ac-
and another three when he finished. -tie contrary, America i
s worth living
for."
Even the former president seemed S
ortie leaders, he said, have given tic.
- surprised at the enthusiastic reception 
on America and have suffered "some
and he stayed for a half hour after the weakening -of will•:'
  -speekarta sign autographs and The-theMee
--were- -vtritsige-11W.-
down the aisle shaking hands. Many of T
hey'll -probably be aired-More often in
those in the audience carried copies of t
he future.
What Was It Like To Vacation
In Hyden Before Nixon Visit?
• By MARJORIE M. MAJOR
What's it like to vacation in_Hyden the
day before the arrival of Richard M.
Nixon? Fun„ but not ezactAy freedom to
go everywhere unescorted. Having
spent the previous night - at nearby
Buckhorn Lake Lodge, It seemed we
had a rare opportunity tO -absorb some
local color - and we did.
Ryden, in Leslie County, is a few
miles south of the Daniel Boone Park-
way:It has a population of 500 and ie -
growing. It is the only Appalachian
county to have increased in population
in the'litst decade and its registered
is Set Up Picket
tcttion Yards
.•
union offidels were not preseot. There.
was no word- immediately on whether
the sanitation workers would bainclud-
ed in the new court petition.
Hoffmann did grant a temporary
regraining order Saturday that barred
the union from violent and mass
picketing and from blocking entrances-
and eta to fire stations. -
--The mayor-said-seven-hours-of talke 
Sunday bed not brought the two sides
any Ckiler. All but 175 members of the
1„400-strong Local 1784 of the Inter-
national Association oi Firefighters
walked out Saturday in a wage dispute.
The union wants the dispute arbitrated
py a federal mediator or an impartial
Meanwhile. residents of the state's
largest city awoke today to find 800
National Guardsmen patrolling• the
att,
Mondale Carries Special Message To Egypt
streets.
The guardsmen were mohliiied just
--hours after the firefighters struck,
leavipg the city's-fire protection in the
bindle of 175 supervisory personnel and '
nonstriking firemen. Albo helping were
.sidlora and marines from Millington
lqaval Air Station, Forestry Service
crews and other citizens.
Nu serious1njuries-or-teath3ar
.reported in the firs.
Two striking firemen were arrested
and charged with arson Saturday night.
The city continued under a state of
emergency and a 10 p.m.-to-6 a.m.
curfew that Chandler 'declared Sunday
morning. Retail businesses were or-
dered closed and transportation of




JERUSALEM' (AP) - Vice
President Walter F. Mondale flew off
.for Egypt today and said he wbuld
discuss with Presiciesa Anwar Sadat the
possibility of resuming direct Mideast
peace talks at a London confere,nce of
the Israeli arid Egyptian foreign
ministers.
today's index










Let's Stay Well  , . 2
Local Scene 2,3
Opinion Bage 4
Sports   • 8,9
cloudy and cooler
Partly ' cloudy and cooler
tonight, low in low 70s. Mostly
sunny and a little cooler Tuesday,
high 4n. the mid to upper Kn.
-Kentucky- Extended Forecast
Wedriefehrjr damper' ?MIRY:
Partly cloudy, Warm and dry
through the period with daily
highs in the 90s and overnight
lbws in the 603 and 70s.










But 'Begin said he wants to see
Egypt's new peace proposal before
making a firm decision to send Foreign
Murray Man is In
,-- -Critical Condition
After Car Accident
A Murray man is in critical condition
today at Lourdes Hospital; Paducah,
with injuries sustained in a . head-on
collision between Wickliffe and Bard-
well in Carlisle County Sunday.
According to Kentucky SSte Police.
28-year-o1d Tim Wilson f Murray
sustained massive chest, he'd and body
injuries whtn the small foreign car he
was driving collided head-on with an
auto driven by Mitchell. I_Ic4apel1 Route
--3;-Bardwilli.
• --Stirtetre -1111M11111- - titridellt-ifc-
curredeitKY 1203 about lam. Sunday.
Wilsim formerly lived at Route I,
Hard well .
State police said }Intend was treated
and released at -Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah -
I.
Minister Maio Dayan to the U.S •
s-ponaored meeting with Mohammed
of Egypt.
an officials with Mondale
t that a meeting was on.
said pre-departure


































h for peace in the
ondale said Sunday in ,
a speech -at a state dimmer given by
Begin. "Never have the prospects for
lasting peace been so favorable. Never .
, -
have the dangers of failure been so
great. .




Vaiunteers 'With Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad rescued four
Hamlin area youths unharmed late
Saturday after the boat they were
riding apparently lost power.
A spokesman for the_ jire-rescue
squad did-not have the identities of the
youths but said there was one boy and
three girls in the boat.
The spokesman said the youths ap-
parently put in the lake at Hamlin and
ivefe headed straight across the lake
when they lost power.
Volun the rescue squad
received th"1101 at about 10 p.m.
Saturday and found the youths at about
1145 that night drifting near Pine Bluff
Shores.
• *WhOrl in the_Course
piHuman Events..."
71W-Tlii-1,11171101r171711111eFfertter rharee're/-14- rafreetelst
maim, and marked:the birth 11 a 'democracy. As we obser
ve
Ibis Independence Raj. lets proudly p1e4'e anew 
to pn-
serm our great heritage— 14d thankfidly, celebr
ate oar
iherished freedom. liappi 4th, America! s
•
voters include 6,000 Republicans and
2,000 Democrats. -




A special Fourth of July firework')
'display will be held at the Murray-
Calloway County Park Tuesday _
beginning at 9 p.m.
Also, the pool and other recreation
facilities at the perk will be open all




An emergency meeting -of the
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Board was called Friday
morning. According to the chairman,
-Bill Phillips, the special meeting was
for the Put-Pose -of allocating $109,
634 of
Project Independence mc711-es budgeted
for 'Calloway County for the 19784979
fiscal- -year. Theee-tunds-- represent_
approximately -14 percent of the total
-funds for the Purchase Area counties,
according, to Phillips. -
He also 'said there was a significant
reduction in total funds available
throughout the Purchase Area and
several non-essential or lower-friority
services would have to be reduced or
curtailed
The board established a! high priority
in home delivered meals and in
homemaker - services ,and assigned'
funds accordingly. The major services
and the funds budgetet for the coming
fiscal year, reported Phillips, were:
Homemaker, $18,428; Home delivered
meals, $39.429; Transportation, $5,480;
Information and referral. $5,343; Chore
service, $2.500; and Medical screening,
15.480.
While there are other programs,
Project Independence is a major
funding source and is vitally important
'fburity, Phillips said.
-
usual kinds- of. small town stores and
each displayed a "Welcome Nixon"
stickers as did cars, garbage cans and
telephone poles. A large banner
proclaiming welcome to Nixon and--
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, was strum
across the front of the modern court
.bouse building.
In taking_a picture of it, we included
two .natives who were engaged, in
conversation - one a policeman and the
other a totifi character. The
"character" smilingly threatened to
take us to the judge to be arrested for
trespassing. His name was Isaac
Turner, a practicing lawyer who is 91.
BC "modestly" told us he is worth
millions of dollars, some of his assets
being 18,00 acres of coal properties
and we verified his claim...„
Sightseers, reporters and





seemed to be enjoying his assignment.
A policeman, who • was issuing an
overtime parking ticket, eyed us
suspiciously when .we inquired the
location of the new recreational center.
It is a mile or so out of town on the only
level groimd and next to the modern
high school. -
The Richard M. Nixon Gymnasium is
a low, red brick building with orange
doors. It is only one part of the
recreational complex which also in-
eludes a community building to be
named fOr-Reim Lee Carter. The
swimming pool and bath-house is to be
-named for Sgt. Willie Sandlin, the only
Kentuckian to win a Congressional
Medal of Honor in World War I.
A later phase will comprise a sports
complex with courts for tennis and
basketball plus track facilities and, a
picnic area - all to be named for Sen.
Walter Hudcileston.
Although the Nixon gymnasium was
completed but not air-Conditioned,
-many finishing touches remained to be
done. Workmen feverishly laying forms
for concrete sidewalks and the parking
area was not paved.
After taking pictures and wandering
freely over the complex, two policemen
drove. up and asked whether we had
permits to be there so it was fortunate
that- we were ready to leave ex-
citement of Hydan to the en:ma- wIlw





APPRICiATtON- --Bnyce Raker, Aurora, secretary treawrevnt the Ken-
thscka4 Bittlaketiee pf Mier2y..pres
ident of the Kentaela
lake Bass Club; and Gayle Wadlingtore al Murray,
 West -uucrroo!-
dinator of the Special Olympics are awarded a plaque of appreciatiort for
or participation in the Special Population Fishing Tournament held
recently by the Kentucky Lake-Sass Club in eoniuction with the Joseph
 P
Kennedy Foundation, West .Kentucky Special Olympics, and TVA's Land
Between The lakes.
(iv A rHOT 0 by Robini.Duncaa)




Menai, July 3 .
Meeting of Executive Soard All- offices.. in Calloway
al Murray WoMan's Club Counts' Court House will be
postponed until July 10. closed today.
Murray Lodge No. tO5 iree
and Accepted Masons.. will
meet at-7:30 p.m. at the lodge
-hall with work in the first
degree . •
•- Tuesday, July 4
Derby Day will be held at
the Oaks Country Club with a
golf scramble at ten a.m. and
picnic at 6:30 pm.
. Adult Great Books Mumry Ledger & Times will
Discussion Group will meet at - oat-publish today,
'sr seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. • All offices in Calloway
. County Court House will be
. chased today.
Kathleen Jones -Group of—
First Baptist Church will meet -Murray Postoffice will be ,
at the home of Lorene Swann closed today with •or-






The First 'Baptist Church
will have _recreational ac-
tivities at 4:30 p.m. and a
potluck supper at six p.m. at
the church fellowship hall.
Twilight • Cabaret will
perform at old beach house at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 P.m.
Lakeside -gifiyiers -Will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at-8:30 p.m.
- Senior Citizens office will be
closed today.
- --Wednesday, July 5
Murray-Calloway County
 —Ministerial Association will
meet at the First Baptist





For "Info amimi•Wmmitimmummimmil ion.-Please Call 753-3314 ,





Twilight Cabaret will be at "
old beach house at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at
Lakeside . gingers will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Thursdax,-. .*16
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet. at the
Church library With Mrs.
Vernon Riley as hostess at two
p.m.' Note change of date.
Wedding Planned Jerelene Sullivan Has Lot v _Score
14tdies Day Golf; Lineups Listed
Jerelerie Sullivan posted a
low 38 to take top honors in the
champ_jonship division during
the regular ladies day golf
held Wednesday, June 28, at
the Murray Country Club
Runner op in that same
• division was Veneta Sexton.
Winners of the first flight
were Toni Hopson and Euva
Nell Mitchell who tied for, the
honor. Second flight winner
was Elizabeth Slusrneyer who
also had low putts for the day.-
totaling 13:-Runnerue in, that
flight was Louise Lamb. •• •
Third flight winners were
Judy Muehleman and Doris'
- Cella who had a tie. The fourth
flight. winner was 'Aurelia
with Rubye Pool as the
r • runnerup.
••=11iNttips for play on Wed-
nesday, July 5; have been
released wiht Evelyn Jones as
hostess-An one
S ou • ca rs. Jones at
2463 or if a name is omitted
frorn the 'tine up, the person
May be paired at the tee.
The' lineups are as follows:
Tee No. One -
9: 00 a.m.-Frances Hulse,




Carol .Hibbard, arid Margaret
Shuffert.
• 9:20 aim.-Betty Lowry,





_Miss Pamela Rae •Obermark
and Gary Lee Puu.s•
The engagement and approaching marriage of. Miss Pamela
Rae Obermark to Gary Lee Potts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lee Potts of KirkseY Route One, has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Raymond A. Obermark of Route One,
Brookport, Ill.
Miss Obermark, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. K.
Dreyer of Philadelphia, Pa., and Mrs. Lena Obermark of
Metropolis,.fli., and the late Richard Obermark, is a 1977
graduate of. Metropolis High Schott and a 1978.Araduate of
Bauder Fashion College in Atlanta, Ga., with a degree in
fa.tion merchandising. Most recently employed With Brights




















Ns Paso's.* Domeht Wow
-Gide 1011N1 Do Anyt' (1)








(innuum•es the- association.of .
.Russell E.-Howard, M.D.






ippoint went (5112 :-.3.1.-511
gfira Ili *or A: • 4P
The.- rickshaw was invented
.by an American Baptist
minister in 1869-to transport
his invalid wife around
tha.streets of Yokohama.
Let's Stay Well
• MadisOnville this fall.
The groom-elect is the endson of Mr. and Mrs. Durward
M. Potts of Kirksey, and the late Mr. and Mrs. William Bryan
Murdock. He is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School,, and a 1977 graduateef-Murray State University with a,
Bachelor of Science degree in social work. He is currently era-
-ployed as -the Director of Social &rocas- nt the-Xlawson
Springs Health Care Center in Dawson Springs.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 26, at
7:30 p.m. at the Reidland Church of Christ, in Reidland, with a
reception to follow.
Only out of town invitations are being sent, and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the recep-,
tion.
By F L Biasinear+_M.D.
Gout Controlled _
By Diet Anq-Medicinei
Q. Mrs. S. S. "writes to
.ask 0 women -tin have
gout. She has an uncle who
has the disease, and she
understands that It is in-
herited and- cannot be
t•twed.
"Is it true that persons
with gout are often
brilliant'" she asks.
A. Women -do develop
gout; but much 1e.4s fre-
quently than do men. It has
been-estimated that about
one million Americans
have gout out .of a popula-
tion of. approximately 220
million, and 95 Percent of
the cases occure in men
The five percent which •*-
curs in women usually'
takes place in later life, nixed to be more wide-
often after t -trienona.u.Se. ;;,,s pread ,among the
A person with gout can population.
--usually esiunt several close While it it true that gout
relatilles who also have the has been observed in many/
disease. Flow heredity is
related to gout is not clear.
Rheumatism_ is a com-
mon sympton, and the
great. toe often becomes
very painful and -sore in
acute flare-ups. A blood
examination straws An.
elevation of uric acid-. It is
excreted into the urine by
the kidneys.
Uric acid accumulates to
high levels readily from
certain foods known as
purines. They are found in
organ foods (liver, pan-





or bouillon, sardines, and may have en pripetpaily
athers _because they •coold afford
The uric acide mayld, dtet_rich in purples. Gout
.7a use deposits rophil dons not cause brilliance
abo.ut the joints and rims of and apparently . is not re-
ears and may also form lated to it. -
tudc acid stories-in the Gout canbe conifiiitably








Less veNklei designed for you
asle-Wise Pri(e-Wk.'
Mr 'eland Center
While - gouty patients
have arthritis. they often
feel a general malai.‘e---
fatigue, and einotioal
stress. • •04----•"-=',Gout has been recog-
nized for centuries, and it,
often occurred among,.
those who had.an abundant
diet, and paFticularly i/T
those *ha-Overindulged in
their eating "Noss-that ade-
quate nutrition is avail-
ihe clisease is recnk.
brilliant, prominent per-
sons .(Michelangelo, Leo-












VMS OWN Ma 
•
. medicines-which help to
low the blood uric acid
level: A daily thtake of
adtgilte nutds- (about three _
to four quarts Water i may:
be needed during an epi-
sode to flush out the excess
uric acid. This disease re-
quires regular, long-range

















Faira Alexander, and 'Sue
Costello.
9:10 a.m.-Martha Suh•
Ryan, Vickie, Baker, Doris
Cella, and Judy Muehleman.
9:20 am.-Norma Frank,
Janice Howe, Mickey Phillips,
and Louise Lamb.
 0:30 -a.m.-Ann Franey ,-
Carla Rexroat, Ruby Pool,
and Aurelia Batts.
Tee No. -Sevem---
9 : 00 a.m.-Elizaibeth
Slusmeyer, Chris Graham,
Jane Fitch, and Edith
Garrison.
9:10 am -Rowena Whim,
Mary Bell Overby, Exie Hill,
and Alice Purdom.-
9:20 am.-Jenny Hutson,
Juliet Wallis, Lynitta Moses,
and Ruth Wilson..*-
Cohoole
Mary Watson, Beth Belote,
and Eddie Outland.




lip gm lime preparing
FOR OUR SALE
- Sale Starts Thursday,




Pri pounds iabout) trimmed - '





Rinse rhubarb and cut cross-
wise. diegOnally into '1-inch -
'pieces - there .n01 be about
"2 cups. In a large- wide sauce.
pot bring-the sugar and water-
to a boll, stirring With , sugar -
dissolves. Add rhubarb; bring
quickly to boiling again, stir-
ring twice; remove from heat;
cover tightly; let StanT,Withoot
_lifting cover-until cold. Pour'
- into a serving bo*41. or refrig-
erator container. Defrost Straw-
berries according to package
directions; add to rhubarb and
stir gently. Serve at once 'irt
chill; Makes about 6r-2 cups of a




%fits at 7 p.m.





Bring us your soiled,
,your wilted, your baggy
summer clothing. •
Then rest assured that we know exactly what to
do with it. Our Sanitone drycleaning, in a word
retcxturiies. Which, means it restoe0S-clothing
tij the Oliginal look and feel. Fibriware
c s , esh. Colors come alive again: Fibers are
nOeclOgged and you in turn feel cooler. For
your soiled, wilted, baggy
SUMMff, clothing-ordinary






2 Pc. Men's Suits_
Or
Ladies Pant Suits
$225• - • . •. - -
Wring any number. You muat present this coupon
when you bring your cleaning to Boone'S







Bring any runnber:You-must present this coupon.








Bring any number. Yeu must present this coupon
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„,-
BETTY S. RILEY, *hi, member of Rho Chapter of Murray of the Alpha Delta Kappa
leathers sorority, who is state-arid district corresponding secretary, is shown with
-George Anne Lowe, Bowling Green, state:, president, Itff, and Helena F. Fulkerson,
PbYenst,circi, district chairman-rat-the West Kentucky district meeting held june_20 at
the Ramada Inn, Paducah, with Lambda Chapter as hostess chapter. Ann Yarborough
from Lambda Chapter gave the devotton on the theme, "Be Yourself and Peace Within
Your Heart." Ms. L • w
Wades bdro Club 1-191ds
Meet At Palmer Home
to  
erent ch pters West Kentucky. Attending from the Rho Chapter of Murray
were Bess Keriick, Betty Riley, Clinton Rowlett,,and Crystal Parks.
Rev. Robert-Farless is Speaker For
Meeting Of The Alice Waters Circ. te
. The Alice Waters Group ot, His scripture was from First Byers reported on President's
the First United Methodist Timothy. 
' 
Day. 'The . circle will place
Church met Tuesday June 13, .-Thanks from Lakestuare for flowers on the altar in August
at 9:30 -A,M. in the fellowship the donation to a handicap a memorial to. Miss Alice
hall with Mrs. Cortez Byers, child was read and Mrs. Irma Waters, missionary to China.
chairman presiding. La . Follette reported thanks The School of Mission will be
-The-speaker was the Rev. from Whrylon Chapel ,for tht 
held July.21 and-22.
generou4 gift to help in the „ The July meeting will be
with Mrs. Lowell King,
Sycamore Street, and a pot
hick luncheonwill be served. _
The hostess, Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, served delicious
'cett tea, -sandwiches-
Cookies to ten members ind
one guest Rev. Fatless.
Robert Farless, who opened
with prayer and gave-a most
interesting and challenging
talk on "Keeping the Faith.7.





Open 7 a.m to 6 p.m







installing their batp Mom.
The group voted to send. a
flower to Mrs. tJames Byrn In











Plans For Pic.nit ,
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck supper at the
Kentucky Lake State Park
pavilion on Friday, July 7, at
six p.m. Lemonade and iced
tea will be furnished.
Members will meet in the
parking' lot of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray, at
five-p.m. to pool rides or those
who desire may go directly to 4
the picnic shelter.
The group will attend the
performance of the Lakeside
Singers at 8:30 p.m. at the
park, but to get seats the
„group should be there by eight
p.m.
- Starting Wednesdayt Jyly 5th
. THE SALE











SHOP ALL DAY TUESDAY. JULY 4th











makers club met Tues-
day, June 20, at eleven
a.m. In the home of Mrs.
Lowell Palmer. Twelve
members were present along
with one visitor, Mrs. Kenneth
Palmer.
'Hod Homes Help Develop
-Personalities" was the lesson
presented by Mrs. David
Palmer and Mrs. Lowell •
Palmer.
Mrs. Danny Cunningham
gave the-craft lesson on
"Latch Hooking."
Officeii-were elected for the
coming year who are Mrs.
Wayne Hardie, president;
Mrs. Lowell Palmer, vice-
president; Mrs. Clinton -
Burehett,-secretary-;and M
Baron Palmer, treasurer.
Others present were Mrs.
anircr Cti!vri,Mi5. Erheat
-Aso
Palmer on Stpt. .7gi at 1:30
The club honored Mrs.




Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCoy
are the parents of a baby boy,
Brandon Lee, weighing seven
pounds three ounce*, and
measuring twenty inches,
born on Friday.„.huie 23.
They have one daughter,
Courtney. Page, age fourteen
months. The father is owner
and operator of Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom Built
Furniture— .
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alien McCoy and Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas L. .1rfelpfEffirk-
Futrell, Mrs. Gusts Conner, Great grandparents are Mr.
Mrs. Gladys Mitchell,. Mrs. and Mrs. Alva C. Green,
Baron P„almer, Mrs. Max Benton, and Mrs. Elsie
Hurt, and Mrs. Wess Fulton. Hopkins of Murray.
Mrs. Walter Fueln,er was sick
and unable to attend:
A delcious potluCk luncheon
was served on the lawn of the
Palmer home.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Baron
„
When buying lamb chops
remember that ribs chops are
likely to be more tender-
than shoulder chops.
HURRY FOR 'THIS! •
100% POLYESTER
INTEFilOCK KNITS• Oh 6,`• RA ROY* r •
• <0,  w:00,- 1 4,13thi r•ts
, . ;.-3t ea stye
Nd'Exceptions. Our, Entire Stock
of Spring §ummer Fashion 'Fabrics•
now at 1 /2 'Price. Printed & SvtrU
Fashion Knits, Chaliis. Linens. ***
Polyester Pongees. Voiles.. Summer
Cottons and nlany. many othermll now
at 1/2 Oft regutarprCeSejçttons pn
some fabrics is limited, •sb hurry
for 'best selection!
No ex t.eptions poi mew of
McCall ti,Atorkk hod
Panstris r`n -̂alf OPP
41111 oho 0,11,iiiehiterieitOrk
RICHARD R. CUNNINGHAM, MD, FACOG, PSC
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• SPECIALLY FOR THE PRACTICE OF
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
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Phone Day and Night
759-1550
THE PRESENT OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED'
BEGIRNING-JULY 1,1978
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"Jarvis is the name-"
Agree -Or.Not s Vinci'
-Improving
.Mansion
FRANKFORT - It pops-up in every
change of _gevernors..Tbe pop up is a
project to improve :the lovernorli:
 mansion of grounds../. _
.No one familiar with the daily
-operation of -ffer•-inansion-aatt state
government can be • against im-
--provernents "the mansion and its
groandu.---
If . not the suituited .electric
wiring or some defect the building's.
structure, it's the lack of privacy for the
first -family of Kentucky. There just'
isn't any, pi-kr-key,: for tourist drive
arourid the mansion in droves everyday
Looking Back
laYears Ago
Warrant Officer George L
Compton has_ compieted a sixteen
weeks helicopter-Sillet course at the
Army Primart-Helicopter School, Fort
Wolters, Texas.
LestefNariny, postmaster Miiiiay
and former Calloway - County Court
Clerk-,--was named as chairman cif the
Calloway County -Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Robert Moyer is
vice-chairman, Charles_ Hale is
treasurer. and Ruth Cole is secretary.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Bucy birens, age 73.
The Rev.- --Norman Culpepper has
accepted the pastorate of the Memorial
Baptist Church and will begin his work
here on .July 7.
Miss Linda Fay Duncan, daughter of
Mr. and Ws. Thomas. V. Duncan, was
'married to Finise Leroy Bennett,son of
Mrs. Moline B. Shrader, on June-9.
20 Years Ago
- July 7 will be moving day for the city
atkninistration to the new city hall:at
South Fifth and Poplar Streets, ac-
cording to Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.-
The countH opened bids for paving of
9011), of the streets at the meeting
on July Is
Deaths reported include Charlie
-Thurmond, age 72.,
"Dr. Converse has paved his
driveway at his animal clinic. Sam
Kelley has also paved the area in front
of. his business on South 13th Sheet,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" bis James C.
Williams.
The Rev. T. T. Crabtree of Tulsa,
Okla., will be the evangelist at the
revival services at the Salem Baptist
Church July 6 to 13.
Red Howe pitched the Little League's
first complete no bitter as the Cubs beat
the Cards 7 to 2. Don Fausdui pitched a
no-likterearlier thriYear, but the game
was rained out after 5 2-3 innings.
The Murray American Legion _
Baseball team beat Benton 12 to S.
30- Years Ago
Grove Wood James and Verne Kyle
presented the program at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club Hose.
The_Girl Scout Camp will open at the
Murray City Park on July 6, aceorrling
to Mrs. Noel Melugin, pimp chairman
Mayrell Johnson, member of the
faculty at Murray State Cdllege, is
among die eighty persons at the Mount
'Holycike College Institute on United
Mat ione Ai South. Haan. ktmak.:
Mrs.- C. E. Massa of St. Augustine,
Mrs, I). arid her br
Preston Jowl MurjaS and Dewey
Jones of Mayfield.
'The Mark of Zorto': starring Tyrone
Poe* ancetinda Darnell is showing at
the-Varsity, Theatre.
about such a ruieet: but each one has
---wholYrVigritt offert: _ . aearn'TOrthrlier"a""s" et r ci li d the.,
governor do it." . . Thou art mine. Isaiah 43:1 
Gov. Carroll will go out of offi vcpe after It is a mar!ous thoestecknow lest. 
next year, and this would be a good We hfethrig to God The only lasting
i 'time TO start a`new home for the next 
-vy we will ever know in this world
governor. It would take more than he0 s
is to know that -„God h•10- rien.1.0
us through thp shed blond o • iesus •
years to build . - Christ ._ ... . -,
'
'MARTINE
Headline is a service for senior
• dtizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and sOlve problems-fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered , in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West .
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
during favorable weather, and this receive a prompt reply, but you must
means passing-right-by-the- h -dswknor at include -a- stamped, self-addressed 
the house the governor and his family.' envelope. The most useful replies will
live in and right through the back yard- be printed in this coke:zit.  
Consequently, the family - has no HEARTLINE: I am 59 years old. My
pnvacyinthehouseorintheyard. husband had worked for 30 years in
The Finance Department has can- private industry and always paid Social
celled bids on a project estimated to Security. I have never worked since
coat upwards or half a million dollars.- marriage ( 35 years ) because I stayed
No ate bid on the project,s that involved ' at home to raise our children. I know
'several different .crafts. that I can. get,--inY _husbands's full
The proposed Project in.Citii_des a. benefit at age 65, as he passed away last
:wrought4nin fence arpund the back year. Can you tell me the earliest I
yard, a circular.firive in front of Cie--; -could start drawing my husband's
mansion-Instead of going all the way Social :Security benefit and 'the
around the structure, and a gate to keep reductions for drawing before age.85''S
tourfats or casual tithes away from N. S.
the mansion proper. - . . You would - be eligible to start
These recommendations were made drawing_ you Social Security widow's
by the mansion committee, a .group of benefits as early as age 60. If you decide-
appointed. citizens and -*ere not the. to draw these benefits before age 65,
recommendations of the governor 077_ your benefit would be reduced 19-40 of
his family. one percent for the number of months
The mansion is always in need of., prior to your 65th birthday in which you
some repairs and something has been begin drawing. The following will show-
aane in every governor's term. the percen tag e of your husband's Social
This is not the-first project that has Security benefits you are able to
heel' cancelled for the mansion. Gov- -- 'receive as his Widow:-• -Age 60-71.5
- administration,- 'a percent; age 61=77.2 percent; age 62-
remodeling contract was advertised 82.9 percent; age- 63-88.6 percent; age
and the successful bidder happened-to 6,4_44.3 percent; age 65-100 percent.
be one that employed non-union labor Once you start drawing these-reduced
Goy. Combs insistedlhat-the c•Qntracts----rate-; you will have to take this reduc-
be cancelled when union members taxi as long as you drct-w. then_
threatened to picket the mammas Is__HEARTLINE• I have just recently
effect.- Combs said; "I don't want -..:_wound op a problem with one of my
pickets around the mansion." credit cards. This has now been
Back then there was some discuseion resolved. I had disputed one of the
that the state build a new mansion fbr - charges on my bill, but when it was
the governor atop Berry Hill on land the finally resolved., the company was
state already owns,. the Preeent ,uriect and waa at fault_ This took
the state library.
Kentucky's first family does deserve
some privacy, and the Berry Hill site
provides a beautiful setting for Rich a
home. The entrance would be off U.S.
60, but a gate would protect it from the'
public at the begining•of the entrance,
and there is ample land to provide a
fitting'residence for Kentucky's future
first families the governor also needs
to be more than just a short walk from
the Capitol since the present proximity
of the mansion just invities visitors to
walk over to the mansion to try to see
the governor after office hours.
The state is presently constructing a
new library building in the area of the
Human Resources complex in East
Frankfort and the Berri( Hill site will be
available
If the state spends a half million on
the present mansion, it will just be a
makeshift improvement that will last a
few years and the refurbishing jab will
just be to do over again.:It's,like an old
worn out' automobile.. There's always
something wrong around the mansion.
It Would be much better to build a-
approximately three months of
straighten out. Will this problem have
any effect on my credit rating?-H. W.
--This-would have no adverse effel on
your credit rating -because once you
contacted the creditor about the
possible error, the creditor could not
give out information to other creditors
or 'oi-edit bureaus or threaten to
damage you credit rating. After the bill
was explained to you and you paid it,
the matter ended as far as the creditor
was concerned. You should also check
with 'the creditor because, since the
matter has been resolved, •they must
report the outcome of the matter to
each person who received information_
about you.
HEARTLINE: f am just turning A5
years oIct_l am on my Civil Service
retierment. I have heard that a person
receiving this can arrange to have.
federal income tax withheld from it. Is
this true If so, how can (have this
done?-T.R. --
Yes, this Ls true. The Tax Reform Act
of 1969 -authorized voluntary
withholdings Of 'federal ilIC0111E_ _tax
new man:dart and convert- the present from aisnuitles' upon request. of the
mansion into a courts building for the ̀  amvitant, ir a' sufficient amount' is
Supreme Court and the Court of withhilci, the annititant may be relieved
Appeals. The walla-of the old manition from filling a declaration of esthhated
are in good coadition, but the inside 4.1t, IRS Form 1040-ES, and paying the
could be converted to a good court tax in quarterly installments.
building that is much needed. , Information about voluntray -tax
The legislature and ,state offices withholding from annuity paynients
necessary for the daily conduct of. ' may be Obtained by writing Bureau of
government business and legislative Hew-line/It, Insurance and
business new; the !Pace now occupied Occupational Health, U. S. Civil Service
by the Courts in the Capitol. Commission, Washington, D. C. 20415. -
The money would be watch better You Should include you full name,
spent on a project Such as-this, and then ' annuity clatrn number and date of
the state would accomplish two birth. If your annuity is asurvivor's
desirable purposes instead of wasting a annuity; include the full name anddate
half million trying to make the-, old__ of birth of 'your deceased spouse.)
mania:on into a livable place.
t have witfraeveral governors Bible-Thou htg
arrott's Galley IF M. C. 4.; &Trott
Nixon's East Kentucky Visit
Recalls A Mountain Family Feud
When former President Richard
Nixon came to Eastern Kentucky this
past weekend, some of my West Ken-
tuckians friend& were eta loss as to
where Hyden, the little Leslie County
town he was to visit, was located.
Although I have never been to Hyden,
it haoa special place in my memories.
Becaie..-e of a family feud over there and
one fatal shooting in particular I sud-
denly found myself one day iri,v-olved
a family .feud murder case. And, if
there is-anything in Pihich you don't
want to get Involved in:East-Kentucky,
:it's a family feud.; ,
At the time f. was editing the
newspaper at Harlan, the county seat of
 -Harlan County, -which ricijoinsLftlIe-
Ceunty on the _south. Hyden itself lies
just across Pine Mountairrfrons 
+++
Herber-
For some time, even before I arrived
Harlan, two families over there were
going at it in-a himictinger of a feud.
 o First one and then the other would have
someone shot, generally from ambush,
or one or the other's homes would be
shO°ir-ieunpig(wht,-obu:of thed. 
They
Brooks and the Caldwells.
eEroc iLlas,erIedonth,et
recall which onevas„ shot to death in a
fusillade of shots as he, his wife and
another couple came out of a roadhouse
Or soniething about that social level
over in Hyden. A few months before,. a
Caldwell had been ambushed and killed
one night as he drove over Pine
Mountain.
The-next day, I talked with the widow
• at Bill Hensley's funeral home there in
Harlan where her husband was 
out." She had a bandage over an eye. It
has been 3a years now since then, and,
ABOUT T'HIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
Opinionated articles en this page are,
presented for the "Tpurpose Of .
providing a forum for the free--
exchange of differing opinions,. -
We at The Murray Ledger &
-Times strongly believe that to limit
opihionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial .
philosophY of this newspaper would
be a siisservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial'
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual Writer, in a column or
other article; to respond with their
feelings on .sthe .particular issues
being discussed-with a letter to the
editor.
"By the same token, if an issue has
.not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits-
:the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to theeditor or
an authored article on whatever that '
topic-mishtbe.
for the sake of my legal beagle friends,
I don't recall which eye it was.
When I asked her if she saw who-had
shot her husband - and he had been hit
With just about everything up to a 20-
millimeter cannon - she said no she
didn't because one Of the first shots
fired had_glanced off her forehead and
knocked fierscalt.----
foiticluded_that .in my story in the
Paper. 7-
+++ •
The next. thing -I knew, a deputy
sheriff in Leslie County by the name of
Bill Caldwell and two! of his sons had
been arrested and charged with murder
in the case. The Brock widow, in
testifying at-their trial, had
identified them, saying she had seen
this Caldwell with a rifle, that one with
a pistol and the other one with
something else just before the shooting...,
Her story was just the opposite from
what she had told me.
When the CaldwelLs' trial came up,
they moved it to London, 110 miles away,
on a chai,i,ee of venue, probably beta use
there were so many Brocks and
CaldiveUs in Leslie and Harlan Counties
they feared an all-out war in the
courtroom had the trial been held in
Hyden.
_Naturally,- I was subpoenaed as a
defense witness. The Caidwells'
lawyers wanted me to repeat what Mrs.
Brock had told me at the funeral home
and what I had reported in the paper.
-4- -4-
On two different occasions, I had to'
make that trip to London over those .
witness room waiting to testify, but
worse still was the verbal beating l-took
on the stand from one of my best friends
who was a-lawyer working with the • _
prosecution. .
He tore my newspaper-, story apart
the 
nay Lecig!r & Times
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and made me look and feel like a dope. I
got so mad at him because of it I almost
stomped his golf balls. He only laughed
about it later, saying he was only doing
his job.
I_ had mentioned in the story that
Brock was shot "as he crossed the
sidewalk to his car."
• ."Is there a sidewalk in front of ( and
he called the name of the roadhouse)?"
my prosecutor friend asked me on the
stand, trying to pick out discrepancies
in it to degrade its validity.
"The state police said thele was," I
answered unsurely, consious of twelve
pairs of May jurors' eyes on me.
"Isn't it true," my friend went on
Iolidlyaitcrbettgerentty, -121arthe-nrily
'sidewalli"-in front of that place is a dirt
path?' s
"Could be," I replied, "but does a
sidevealk have to be madeof concrete or
bricks or stones to be a sidewalk?"
"Just answer the question!" snapped
the old judge, banging hisgavel on the
bench. "Just answer the question."
That went on. and on as my friend,
who happened to be -a Brock himself,
picked my story apart, -sentence by
sentence. Since then, I try to check
everything as carefully as I can.
The Caldwells, however, wereonever
convicted of that killing as long as we
lived in East Kentucky- -The trial was
cordinued again and again. and before
long we had moved to St. Louis. •
1 received a couple of letters from the
sheriff at Hyden saying he would send
after me if I., didn't come back and
testify again, but I never went bark and
—TICF-OHE ever came after me. They
probably could never have found me if
they had - in alfthat traffic.
I never did know how the Caldwells
-came out of it, but the outcome was
anything like most of the murder trials
over there nothing probably was ever
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Will you ever finish
moving in? •
You might not think so when the living room's still
jammed with packing crates. But you will-and I can help.As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can save you timeand money in
And brighten up your family wit'', my basket of gifts.
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50% OFF! PHONE-TYPE MOBILE CB,
• TRC-456 by Realistic'.
Reg.
199's
Enjoy sate and tun summer
trips and boating (Coast
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- - Low-price, Small size --Super sounstEitapestly under •
dash_or.in glove box. Easy.ancisafelo operate. Juit*eit
cassette to start, auto eleCtStluts player off after' rifiying'.,






LONG RANGE RADAR DETECTOR*
Road Patrol® XK by Micronta®
95'N
Detects radar fret:wen
cies* helps control 'auto
speedincrease driver
awareness -/1-160i . •
• _-
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• IIIrth. Channel 14 Crystals
•-Fiet FCC beens• Fenn.
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Enjoy'.11 summer of portable
do-tv-Yourfelf .taping add
savings4 - Great for picnics,
beach or home parties Plays
laatieztet- :(TOPtional- 4-'C'-'.
cells)_ or built-in AC line cord
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DEAR READERS: If statistics on smoking bore you.
skip this column.
More than 75 percent of those who smoke today began
smoking before the age of 21. And 90 percent of current
smokers were hooked, by the time they were 25.
Between 1968 and 1974, the number of teen-age smokers
Increased by 50 percept -from 3 million to 4.5 million.
Since 1968, the percentage of teen-age girls who smoke
has doubled.
Every day, 4,000 teenagers become cigarette smokers.
There are approximately 100,000 children under the age
of 13 who smoke regularly.
yia._,IP•IFI Aar  parpee enfl rine older sibling unwritten, 
teenager is four times as likely to smoke than if neither
did.
• More than 53 millioa Americans smoke cigarettes.
In 1975 alone, they spent $14 billion on 620 billion
cigarettes.
Eighty. percent adult amokirs would like to quit.
In 1950, a 5 nircent of U.S. physicians smoked. By
1975, on percent of physicians smoked.
In the United States, 39 percent of adult males and 29
percent of adult females smoke cigarettes.
Over 37 million people lone out of every six Americans
alive today) will die years earlier than they otherwise
would because of smoking.
Cigarette smoking was implicated in more than 320,000'
deaths in 1977.
The offspring of women who smoke during pregnancy
may be stillborn or developmentally deficient because of
their mothers' heavy smoking.
Recent experiments have shown that babies absorb
nicotine before birth, with clear effects on their respiration
and other vital signs. - •
I have learned from talking with heavy smokers who are
so severely hooked that they have given up trying to quit,
that they started smoking when they were teenagers
because it made them feel "big" and grown-u. And even,
after concludmealslience_Maliii2ilad_th confirm the-theory__
• that smoking contributes to cancer and heart trouble, they
•didn't realty want to quit becsiise smoking "relased"-theurr-- -
Others said they continued to smoke becatutnevery time
they quit, they gained weight.
r There are numerous suggested methods for kicking the,
nicotine habit. They range all the way froni hypnosis to
tapering off to-attending "stop smoking clinics"- where a jar
containing-a pair of Minion lungs Sonsumed by cancer and
pfeserved in formaldehyde is passed around.
According to those who have "tried everything,°-the
butrway to quit is "cold turkey."
Its never toa,late to quit But this is a plea t,o those ot•
yob out there who do not smoke. Please, please don't start. 1974 King Features Syndicate.lac
Your Individual
Horoscope
- Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY; JULY 4, 1978
•
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES --
(Mar. 21 to Apr. X)
You may encounter some
.opposition, but it need not deter
your better efforts. Handle it
diplomatically - and go on to
bigger and better achievement.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May'21)
You may be given some extra
responsibilities but, if the end
result seems- arorthiehile, ac-
cept them - ambitiously.
GEMINI •
(May 22 to June 211
Mercury, favorable, now
promises increasing gaIns7But
some minor situations may
have to-be ironed out before you
can go ahead with long-range
ventures.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23, . 412,5••41
Do not envy others. Suc-
cessful acquatances an





You seem to have-the inside
track now, se take advantage of
it. Good opportunitiesladicated,
but gasp them trickly or you
could losaL-.
VIRGO •;• •
( AUg..24 'to Sept. 23) 
. Streamline roperatlons -to
meet present needs. Somiki
activities may have to. be
dropped if they are not
producing. But do not idrop
-preieets-new-_timing -smoothly-.
LIBRA •
(Sept. 2' to Oct. 231AZT
-Fine Pia-notary --influences-
now stimulate your
-irW-giruition, spark new and
-lofty ambitions, giVe you a fresh
outlook on life.
SCORPIO 41,.e
(Oct. 24 to -Nov. 22)
Here is a chance for your
special gifts of inspirational
planning and organizing, under
either revised or completely




Mixed influences. Plan to
clear up any confusing
situations. Security must be




(Dec. V to Jan. 20) l Y'lktsl7"
Invest time and energies, only
in projects worthy of your en-
deavor. In a riksh to accomplish".
however, don't bypass details.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21`to Fb 19)-.
Uranus sgtnewhat adv.
Watch for irritating situations
and-bridge them amicably-and
with unbiased opinion." More
briskly into productive. areas.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
A mete or less average day.
Better finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead to
disappointment.
YOU BOirN -TD-DAY-L.are a
steadfast, persevering and
fastidious individual; widely
talented and imaginative. You
can create with great
Originality or take -another's
andlniprove it far beyond
• the author's dreams. You have
teeat loveof heritage and are
intensely patriotic. Your -sense
of responsibility is outstanding
and, if you can curlia tendency
to be too strict-a disciplinarian,
teacher. Other fields in whiCh
you could excel:- acting,—
writing, eausic.-ifli
decorating_or commercial-tu namlff
in the business world as m -er- 
chant, financier, real estate
operator ,or economist. Bir-
thdate ---'of;' - Nathanief
Hawthorne, ',Arner. 'author; .
Calvin Coolidge, 30th Pres.„
U.S.A.; Stephen Foster, Amer.
songwriter.
1918. King -Feat urps Syllthelt,* ine
Your Individual eyi, 
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 5, Ira -
What kind of day will on immediate needs and forget
tomorrow be? To find out what past disappointments,
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
given for-your birth Sign ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 4r/A
Some Will be pleased, some
won't --With your decisions,
plans. Be sure to consider the _
opinions of all before acting:
TAURUS
Apr. 21- to May 21) tirttI7
Do not turn from the con-
ventional: it will take a lot 'of
doing to get things back kt ot-
der. Acting wisely, a new peak
in personal prestige is•posalble.
. EM(GMayThi22IZ-June' 21) 'law
Admonitions for thistle : Do
not be capricious in lates and
dislikes, whether personal or
hosiness. It will- lead tO-





time on nonessentials while you
neglect more vital matters. You
may get some good idee.s.from.
others now. ''. - -
Only 24 to Aug. 23) 414k
Admonitions for this day •
Avoid haste in all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations.
There may be values not seen it
a cursory glance.
CAPRICORN • •10
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vt)
, Step up a...tivities, to meet
competition that is working
pvertirne. The extra try will be
- worth the effort.
•AQUARR1S
(Japj,1„,to Feb. 19).. 
SIFeenittrie wherever it will
accelerate progress, but don't
by-pass those "little" details
which can be SO important. An
_ average  day, awaiting  YOUR
clever management.
You-may find it easier- to do
things yourself instead ' of
depending on others who do not
Wish to cooperate. In any event, --
do not force issues.
VIRGO
- (Aug. 24,110 Sept. .2get
While some changes areo
taking -place, eptir-general
situation is governed by
beneficent stars. Begin helpful
discussions; and stick with any
trying matters, which, may still
need care. - .
,t-Sent. 24 to Oct. 23) —
,s-yea-attempt to geezer your
oirgh unconventional




(Oct. 24 -153-Nov. 22). rivAtic-
Your orloOk and approach.
tremendously important now.
Day can be one of highly useful
performance if yotrconcentrate
PLSCES .
(Fete 22 to Mar. 20) )( -
Salute your day with the will .
to do your best even if all cir- -
cumstances are not to your
liking. You may profit more by ,
- working with others than -on
your own.
_ YOU. BORN TODAY are all
extremely energetic individual;
highly ambitious and willing to
want. You are a strict
disciplinarian - generous with
--your ..time on behalf of others,
but ,impatient when they err' or
otherwise fail to conform to
your fixed ideas. You have a
genial personality and copld
make a great success,:
. salesman; promoter
speaker; in fact, in lily field
which involves dealing with the
public, and
statesmanship are especially
good outlets for your talent. 0n-.
the personal side, you- have a
charming, and_ mdv)ing pen
sonality.; are devoted to home
and family and, socially,
always in demand. You are
conservative and conventional;
inclined to be tog_dognatic at
• times. --Iihrttrtfate of: P.T.
lieunt, Amer. showman.;-...._
"A73-m -1Farragut; -
- U.S.N.; Dwight B. Davis, Amer.
statesman.'
work hard for the things you
If not for your own sake, for the sake of those you love and
those who love you.„
• ABBY
P.S. All the above statistics were provided by Laura A.
Miler, special assistant to Secretary Joseph Califano, the
secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.
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SPEEDLI NE. . News Notes For Far-mers
Loose Leaf Chances Good, Leader Says
By GARY HUDDLESTON
A top Kentucky farm leader
thinks fanners have a better
than even chance to seLt-price-
supported loose-leaf burley
-tobacco this year. • ,
Kentucky Farm -Bureau
President Bob Wade told. a
June 8 press seminar audience
in ' Morehead that Li.. _S.:
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland was receptive to a
request that grading and price
supports be approved to
market around 5 per cent of
• this year's burley crop in
baled form.
A delegation Of -burley
leaders, led by S. J. Stokes Jr.,
president of' the Council for
Burley Tobacco, had visited
Berglaid-- earlier that same
day lo request the regulatory
change. Current regulations
require that burley be-sold in
band-tied bundles to qualify
forprice supports.
When asked by ?porters
fARMERS!

















how he would rate chances for
Bergland's responding
favorably to - the request,
Wade said, "on a scale of 1 to
10, 1 think it's between 7 and,8
in the plus side."
The optimism was rein-
forced during a meeting by the
same group a day later with
several . toranking USDA
officials. Wade said in a
subsequent interview. During
the four-hour session, the
Burley Council delegation
- helped work out the details of
the new regulations. to be
hamburger-type beef in the
U.S. during the coming
months, according to Robert
Delano, vice president of the
American Farm Bureau.
Delano addressed a group of
Eastern Kentucky newspaper
arid broadcast representatives
-in Morehead June 8. The
culprit in inflation," G\riire
added. "While beef prices are
a very visible part of our daily
Jives, the root problem with




seminar-style meeting_ was The Department of
a'proposed for implementing s to head off further, price in- Charles Grassley, had asked Members of.the Calloway County Se .'r 4-H Livestock Judgir/g Team are b&
the change, , - . creases on meat. -Farm. ttathe set-aside be increased - -Tim Stone,  .0.ins-kAinison„liatri_Cantellstred -Gillum team- coaelLfronUBen _
The council members rye uH-reau estimates change to 50 Per _cent for farmers Brunibley, David WatsOn, Tripp furches and Tnqmy Joe Hale, The group recently par-
talked to seem quite op- in • import_ quotas will cost whose planting had been • ticipated in the 4-H livestock t in Princeton. David Watson was
timistic that ' the proposed American cattlemen ---soine delayed. His request came high individual winner
loose-leaf program will $200 million, based :On a after the Iostra Farm Bureau
called attention to the
problem.
Several areas in' Kentucky,
primarily the Western. Ken-
tucky Ohio River counties of
Daviess and Henderson,
experienced delays of 4 weeks-
or more in fields preparation
and planting of torn as a
result of extended periods ef-
cool, wet weather. Such delays
-the - changes, :and _ __type of Lied cureently-inshurt _ _commonly_ result al _reduced
disagreement-,--among some supply in this country. Beef corn- Olds, especially if
segments of the intlustrever--f!pm-fed---eattle,--'which-nor----sitmmer4ainfall is reduced.
the loose-leaf questletr.-.. -mally goes into the -better ASCS Kding Administrator
Officials think Bergland quality consumer cuts, is still . Weldon Denny said his agency
• may be persuaded to go along in surplus. --could not change the set aside
- with this Year's proposal, The action by dairymen and additional land diversion
however, . -since it is the would also help slowthe build- programs at -this late date."
product of months of up of dairy-product surpluses, He said the change would
negotiations between both Delano • noted, eihieb have require a "complete appraisal
sides of the loose-leaf con- -. climbed' steeply in recent of planting conditions in many
troyersy. Representatives :of_ • months as higher support areas and states to determine
Burley growers, warehouse- prices have kept U.S. dairy the necessity and
men the Burley Co-op, which.... production running well ahead for such an --extended
administers the Price support of consumer demand. program. Due to the lateneas
program and the pool, and Farm Bureau Criticism of in theplanting season, sieh a
manufacturers are on record President . Carter's meat program -change is not
in support of the bales-only import detialosi was trehoe'd by justifiable or feasible."
approach this year. AFBF, President Allan Grant, ' 
A final decision from the who libeled-the- 'action "`a
USDA head ''eotild st&_be *-Area—ricIstand- act, -played ja
several weeks away, however,
since the new regulations will
have to be published -and
-opentrif or publiecominent for
at least. 30 days YielYste` final
action is taken.
-become a reality this year,"
Wade said. • .
This marks the second year
thal a request has been
carried to Bergland that he
grant price supports for loose- and selling -- them for
leaf burley. Last year the slaughter, would be a much
secretary turned dewn a preferable way to slow the
proposal involving baled and „beet price rise, Delano noted,
sheeted ,,,tehacce, citing a by boOsting supplies of
shortage of time to ac- 'hamburger-type beef, the only
sponsored by Kentucky FarYn AgriCuiumbas turned down a. .
Bureau. _ request that additional ser-
Delano '' criticized an an- aside be granted corn grower's
nouncernent by the Carter who where hampered in
Administration that beef planting corn by wet weather.
imports would be stepped up An lbwa congressman, Rep.
computer analysis that cattle
prices would probably decline
90 cents per hundred-weight
as a result:
Culling older' dairy- cattle
consumers.
"Cattlemen wee- angry,"
Grant said, "because they
have waited for four years for
the market to change. It took
difficult management
decisions to survive, - and
hundreds of millions of dollars-
__ DAIRY CULLS COULD of debt have been incurred by
-1KfOSTBEEF SUPPLIES cattlemen due to the loss-
trafryineti_...Could ,hold the position ofthe cattle industr,
tei 'ti' boosting ipplies of "The paitteilian is not the
Small Farm Conferences
announcement was -madeWkiiiINGTON, D., C.-The _
Department of today by Secretary of
Aiitiealture (USW_ , Agriculture Bob Bergland andin
-Oraclela Olivare2:threctorcooperation with the Com-
rnunity Services Ad-
ministration ((M) will co- The conferences will be
•sponsor five regional con- designed to: 
'.ferences on small . 'this -Provide small farm
operators an opportunity tosummer and fall. The joint
identify_ problems that are









4AINS1011 fill) item SUPPtl. MC.
WINO Wee en ^
2. Farm-O-Mineral. A salt-fret.
1005 mineral.
3 Dairy Mineral 12-11
4. Super Cattle Booster Pack -




feeding programs you can believe In
Nutrena Feeds
important to their operations
-and families.
-Develop priority needs
and suggest USDA. programs
that will benefit small farm
operators and their families.
-Identify what small farm
?perators need, as contrasted
with What other. farmers need.
The cost of bringing -ap-
proximately eight srnail farm
delegates from each. state to
the conferepee will be shared
15y USDA- and DSA.
Representatives of the State
Rural Development- Com-
mittees and CSA will jointly
coordinate the selection of
delegates in each state. -
















rnihi,stration, as the national
advocate for the .low-income
and economically disad-
vantaged, recognizes the
critical need to assist_ low-
incOrne far/tit-Ws'and their
economic condition and
quality of life through
resource mobilization,
delivery of services and im-
proved access to Federal.



































and FfA judging co
in Swine Judging.
The Calloway County Jr. 4-H Livestock Judging Team won the top honors at the 4-H
and FFA Judging Contest held recently at Princeton. The 4-H'ers competed with other
you-fh from throughout the Western Kentucky Area judging classes of sheep, swine
. . -
and beef. Members are front row, Kelly Lovins, Eddie Travis, Cone Huse, Jim Nanney,
and ,Leigh Ann Steely, back row, Leland Steely, Brad Canter, David Heathcolt, and
Harriet Hood. The team is coached by Fred Gillum and competed in the state contet





Savings 8 Loon Association
13Q0 Johnson Blvd. 75 9-1234
a
All accounts are insured up to S40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal.
Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require S1,000.00 Minimum. Dividends may be with-
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By M. C. Garrott
Will the newly-emerging
oilseed grain crop, crambe,
take its place beside wheal-
and soybeans as ornevif--West
Kentucky's ph al farm
income producers?
This was the queitIon
foremostni the minds of more
than 75 farmers and
agriculture-related in-
pilot field of the grain, which
is high. in erucic acid; was
•
"That's right! I got my new
financed from the
place I got my
"FIFA Instirailce!"
FIX COnVerswitl Ado hnanc,nw and insurance
ke al your lerruly s needs b4.,heekh. home
and car Just look to NIFA• Insurance
We ve got the Staged al Shelter tor you'_
_
ausilsioss -
MLA/WSW/I— first-time growing ex- McCuiston'S crop should
periences with the new crop, produce an average gross
return of $180 per acre.. OutAif-
pocket production costs were
given as $70.00 per acre, with
an estimated net return of $46
per acre.
The field day visitors saw on
the McCuiston farm crambe
plants approximately three-
feet high and so thick walking
across the field was difficult,.
It had been planted in ground -
fertilized with 100 pounds of
nitrogen and 60 units of
phosphate and potash per
acre. No herbicide was used
as the cambe plants outgrew
any weeds which came up,
McCuiston said.
n Kentucky Fields?
acid level to make it more agriculture at Murray State
suitableps an edible oil. As a and who has ,been closely '
-Thult It is becoming in- following research develop-
creasingly difficult to obtaEn ments of the new crop for
—the erucic act needed to meet several years. told the field
-
-A1 CRAMBL FIELD DAY: Several ot the participants in the recent cram..be field day on
Ihe e e M firm —jigiu jrentnofhprk waLs,L4)Lgh plaint& -1•1 . ic..L•le eipennn-
stration field of the newly-emerging oilseed crop. From it, -erucic acid, -used in the
development of plastics and nylons, and in the prore4ing of stainless steel and tran-
‘inission oils, is obtained. from the left, shown ire s Dr. James T. Thompson, chairman
of the Murray State.University department of agriculture; Jim Smith, Natibnal Protein
. Corp, Champaign, Ill., which processes the grain; an unidentified man; Jere McCuiston,
Elkton banker and the host farmer; and his father, State Sin; Pat MCCuistbn, Pembroke.
inspected ..and dis,cuA'Sed _predicting an average yield of
during a recent field day 1,200 pounds per acre when the 
Until recent years, its
, (June 231 on the Jere Mc- crop is harvested in bout .10 
source of supply 'has beent-
----Cuiston firm near Trenton in days. 
principally from the .rape
Todd County. 
seed, grown chiefly in Canada.
Jim Smith, a representative
McCuiston, an Elkton of the National' Protein Corp., 
Rape seed,* however, is now
banker and a member of the Champaign-Urbana, Ill., 
being bredfor a lower erucic-
•
Murray Stare- University which processes crambe 'for














The field had been sown
with a wheat drill at the rate of
,20 pounds per acre, and Will be
harvested with a combine with
a .Small-grain header.
Much the size' of milo, the
crambe seed contains about 60
percent erucic acid, used is
the production, of plastics an
nylons, in the processing of
stainless steel and in the
production of transmission
oils.
WE HAVE LOTS OF.
UTE m
COMBINES
• 945 INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
2 YEARS OLD
• M-GLEANER (3 YEARS,OLD)
• 2-510-MASSEY-FERGUSONS
2 YEARS OLD
• 1-410 MASSEY FERGUSON
• 3-6600 JOHN DEERES
• 2-4400 JOHN DEE_RES
We want to lower our inventory, so these
combines are priced to sell fast!
NOW'S THE TIME TO BUT!
COMING SOON!
THE &STEIGER, 450 N.P.KW •
WE SHOULD HAVE THIS TRACTOR ON
DISPLAY WITHIN TWO WEEKS!,
tow Direct Not:Liar to Form PAtsehismary At It's Most.
AosPSISorlorriest frooriossowe's Soo*
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
TOINY'SJ9IIIPMENT CO. ,
IUNCMN OF NI Y 11 - SEDALIA IMAD - MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-0071 AFTER 5:00 P.M. ?BORE 753-7452
.1-
industrial demands.
Crambe's potentiai as a new
incomt crop for West
Kentucky • jarmers has
, merged from year of •
• testing of More :than '2,000
different plants the 
research facilities of Puiduk
University,- Lafayette, Ind:,
and the Northern Regional
PReosreiaircinh". Laboratory _:at
McCuiston's crop. was
planted April 1, although, this
-1==s6Laddr-tr--dene-Wbetit two
weeks earlier—in order to
properly follow its harvest
with soybeans, he said.
Crambe requires a growing
season of 90 to 100 days, and
the tools and equipment
needed for its care are those
already found on most'firms.




Beatty, a professor. of
vday visitors.
He went on to point-out that_
researchers feel it .
beyond yeason to -thinking
.. in terms ,r hunareds of
millions of pounds of the
finished oil. They also feel, he
that 115Q.acresTalThe crop
would be relatively:easy for an
average, farmer to manage„
although •2P to 30 acres
probably would be -the
average per farm during its
early production stages. •
Others_nartidnating on the
field day program. included
Dr. James T.
chairm—.-ai of the agriculture
llepartinent at Murray State;
Tom Ray, executive director
of the Governor's Council on
Agriculture, Louisville; Bill
Kuegel, Owensboro.,Taxel
Brooks, Sebree, R: T. Smith,
and Ray
Brandstetter, Horse Cave, all
members of the agriculture
council.
MEMORIAL PLAQUE—Jim Stahlet (center), president of the Calloway. County Dairy
lierdsman Improvement Assoc., presents a plaque to Bill Cherry (left), director of the
We4t Kentucky livestock Show and Exposition Center and Dr. Jim -Thompson, chair-
man of Murray ,State Universitr's agriculture department. The plaque is in memory of
Paul Blalock and Otley white, outstanding pioneers of dairymen in Calloway County.
Gets Grant To Conduct
Research Study On Tobacco
The University of Kentucky-
College of Agriculture has
received a 5-year grant--aid
of $275,000 to conduct research
on dark tobacco from the
United States Tobacco
Company, Greenwich, Conn.
A check for $55,000, covering
The first year of the grant, was 
presented to Charles E.
Barnhart, Dean of the College.
by Word B. Bennett. Jr., Vice.
President for Research and
Development with the tobacco
company,.
In accepting the check and
memborandum of agreement.
Barnhart said that this is one _.•
of the largest agricultural
research grants from a single -
company. The funds will- be
used in support of a ,dark
tobacco breeding. genetics
and management research
project of the Kentucky
Station.ngricltu.rai Experiment
Kentucky's 25.000 acres of
dark tobacco produced a $34
million crop last year..,Most of
the dark tobacco production is
In western Kentucky. Another
15,000- acres are grown ir
- Tefinessee and Virginia.
Oran Little, associate
- director of the Kentucky
ExPerimeniStation, said that
Ale grant will permit much,
'needed expansion of research
on the breeding and genetics
of dark tobacco.
"Developing diseasc
resistant varieties will be_a
major objective of Hp
• research," Little paid
l*Wa*-a-Itiat cause datnagc
to crop include black root rot
black shank, tobacco- - etcY
virus and tobacco vein mot
tling virus.
High priority of researches
for example, will be to trin
sfer to dark tobacco the-black
shank resistance • bred intr
new varieties of burley
tobartn de-verafied by the
Kentucky Station and releaseef.
to growers last Pear. The
increase research effort alma
will speed up progress already.
being made toward  o
jlevelopItig dark 
tbbac e
vaneies with resistance to
the other diseases. •
Other objectives M the
project are to determine the
made of inheritance of genetic
characteristics desirable- in
dark tobacco and to develop
cultural management systems
for improving yield and
quality.
• The relationship of leaf
hnistr to dark tobacco
_quality will be investigated as
well as genitic manipulation of
biochemical constituents such
as nicotine.
'Other studies related to the
•••••••
project supported by the U. S.
Tobacco Company grant in-
clude chemical weed control,
sucker control, use of in-
secticides and fungal control




panded research effort . on
dark tobacco will bc. D: ' L.
Davis, plant physiologist; G.
A. Everette, Extension,.




This is crambe: host farmer Jere McCuiston, a member
of the MurrayState University board of regents as well as
an Elkton banker, holds a crambe plant as he shares -his
experience with a 15-acre 'demonstration field of the
oilseed crop with the field day- visitors. He expects a






Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss. . . in one'of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies, a day . . . a
small price to pay for real




'HAVE WE GOT A BIRTHDAY SALE FOR YOU!
Sup irgst
Salutes The American Farmers Heritage
During Independence Month
All During the Month of July We're
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Sttength, Depth Of U.S. Male




1AP ) - The strength and
• depth of Anierican male
tennis players has once again
been. illustrated at Wim-
bledon'.For the second straight
.ear. Americans make up
exactly half the. players who
have qualified forthe last 16 in
men's singles. --
Australia, the next '-best
represented country in the last
16. has only three. Britain had
none at all. •
- The success of the ;eight
plus the . fact that two
Amerietiner-in the World's top
10, Eddie -Dibbs and Harold
Solomon, elected not to Play
here on grass - proves that ipo
country can currently match
the United States in depth of
five of the American
qualifiers must be rated a real
Aoiranee of reaching the final.
Second seed Jimmy Connors
beat another American, Tom
Gorman, 6-4, 8-6, 8-9, 6-3
Saturday. in a thriller that
lasted nearly three hours to
confirm his status -as the
player most likely to meet
defending champion fijOra--'
-Borg of Sweden in the final.
But Vitas Gerulaitts, Roscoe
Tanner, Brian Gottfried and
Sandy Mayer must also rate
their chances.
The remaining trio,. Tom
Leonard - who almost didn't
come over because he fell his
chances of doing well were
limited - and youngsters Tim
Gullikson and Hank Pfister,
have done well in reaching the
fourth round.
Gullikson defeated another
young . American, Billy
'Martin, - while-- - Only-four _American women__ __massive dose of . its. own
Pfister also defeated an - Chris Evert, Billie Jean
'American, Nick Saviano,-9-7, Gerulaitis'and
8-9, 6-2, 6-2. _ Tracy Austin - plusrballas-
Mayer., Gottfried ant based 'Czech exile' Martina
Tanner had little trouble Navratilova, have seached the'
Saturday in joining Leonard last 16..
and Gerttiaitis - who had Gerulaitis, sister of Vitas,
alread • ualified - in the last pulled aff the one and only
6••
-Mayer beat fellow matches thus far when she
American Marty Riessen 84:- beat No. 16 seed Marita
7-5, 6-3 while Tanner _downed -Redoqdo, also of the States,
yer another Arnerican, Fred 0,6-2.
McNair, 6-4, 6-2, 6-2. G-ottlried Both Evert and King were
beat nn Australian AllaaStowe taken to three sets Saturday,
64,9:7, 6-2, 6-1. ,.• - --- but both survived Tom- final round until today when
--fh Monday's tdarth-round- fortably ---' the outlook was -considerably
matches, Borg plays Geoff
Masters of Australia, tend
Raul Ramirez meets John
Newcombe of Australia.
Connors plays John Alexander




Leonard clashes with Tom
Okker of the Netherlands and
• Meyer meets Wojtek Fibak of
Poland.
In the women's-singles the
American representation is
less impressive.
Final Western Open Round Will
Be Played Today, Ragas Lea
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
OAK BROOK, Ill. ((AP) -
The demanding Butler
National course,
notorious for its many water
hazards, has been getting
Medicine during.the prolonged
Western Open.
Rain delayed play for 2
hours, 34 minutes ' during
Friday's second __routid,
another 50 minutes Saturday
and then forced Jack Tuthill,
the tournament direpecir'of the
Cincinnati Reds Finally Win A Game
•
brighter and the forecast
called for mostly sunny, skies
and lower.hurnidityr -
Bill Hoge's, who scored his
first tour victory in this year's :
Bob Hope Classic after the
third round was postponed
because of flood conditions-,---
carried a two-stroke lead into
- the final round on the par-72;•
7,083-yard course. Rogers shot
a 69. Saturday for a 6-under-
- 210 total. Hale Irwin and
.Mac 'McLendon were tied for
second place at 212.. Bob
Gilder followed -at 213 and ,
 •
Tom Watson, Phil Hancock,
Graham Marsh and Craig
Stadler were at 214.
• "It's worse than isoaking
wet," PGA corinnunicatims
.director Joe Schwendeman--
-said of the course Sunday.
"It's' bad for the gallery, but
"its also bad for the players and
you can't ,get good footing ...
It's really not golf." _
Even without the - rain, the
course had too much water as
far as some golfers were
concerned. There are water
hazards on 10 holes. .
...Sports Briefs...
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
,WIMBLEDON, England -
No. 1 and 2 seeds Bjorn Borg
and Jimmy Connors had tough
third-round battles before
advancing to the round of 16 in
the, Wimbledon Tennis
Championships.
Borg beat Jaime Fillol of
Chile • 6-4,6-2,6-8,6-4 and
Connors defeated Tom Gor-
man 6-4.,8-6,8-9,64,..
Besides Connors, five other
Americans won third-round
matches.
. Roscoe Tanner beat Fred
McNair of the United States 6-
- 4,6-2,6-2; Sandy Mayer
defeated American Marty
Riessen 8-6,7-5,6-3; Brian
.Gottf Pied -eliminated Allan
Stone of Australia 6-8,9-76-2,6-
1; Tim Gullikson whipped
Billy Martin 6-3,9-7,7-5; and
Hank Pfister defeated Nick
gaviano 9-7,8-9,6-2,6-2.
• Ilie Nastase defeated the
other Gullikson twin, Tom, 6-
4,6-3,1-6,6-3.
In women's action, -Chris
Evert defeated Laura Dupont
of the United Stales 6-1,4-6,6-0,
racy us in
AnteriCan Barbara Hallquist
6-3,6-3 to reach the last 16 of
the women's singles, Pam
Shriver bowed to Briton Sue
Barker 6-2,6-8,7-5.
Virginia Wade, the defen-
ding champion, edged past
Yvonne Vermaak of South
Africa 6-4,4-6,7-5.. Billie Jean
King came back to defeat




tour, to scrap plans to com-
plete the, $225,000- event, on
Sunday. -
After the rain that lasted all -
the'Piaces Thirdnight and into the daylighthours, -Tuthill postponed
urc ase
The -Jackson- Purchase
Swim Team placed third in the
Owensbord ,relay meet
Saturday. Competiting
against strong Otyensboro and
Bowling. Green teams,
Jackson purchase.
• 118 points-. 0.wensboro was the
winner with 206 points while
-Bowling Green- claimed
second with 170 points.
Font Murray swimmers
brought home gold medals for
first Place in two relay events:
Kristy• Mobley -in the 8 and
under girls' freestyle relay,
anti 'Leslie Franklin. Vonnie
Hays, and Mara BurchfieliLf
in the, girls' 10 and under
By George...San Francisco, Phi's Win
By KEN RAPII_OPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati Reds finally
won a game, by George.
As-he' has done so often in
the .0tilt:-George Foster. hit
one, into the seats at River-
front Stadium to win a home
game for Cincinnati.
This time the home run was
a three-run shot oil Charlie
Hough's knucklebail ht the
seventh inning Sunday, and-
the result was a 74 victory
that stoptied a six-game losing
streak for the Reds.
"His knuckler didn't drop as
much as Hough wanted it to,"
said Foster, "but it dropped
enough for me. I was waiting
for the knuckler - I knew I'd
get itsooner or later."
-Rick-Auerbach, a former
Dodger, ajap- had a home run
to wake up the sleeping--Reds.
"This is what we needed,"
said Foster. "It all bolls down -
to having, faith in the team and
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" Min10115 '_
ifor Nee catalogue wnte
'away -tacit Inc Snow NO ISC Meet
shotinthe arm for us."-
vogitxtopping .a Cincinnati
losing"-streak, the decision
conversely ended a six-game
Winning streak for the
Dodgers.
"What we needed was
someone to come off the bench
and get us started - like
Auerbach," noted Foster.
"We haven't been playing
aggressively. After he hit the
homer, things started
changing for .us. We .are too
good Of a bailclub to fail
behind." - ' 4 •
In other National League
games, the Atlanta Braves
stopped the San Francisco
Giants 9-7; the Philadelphia
Phillies defeated the Chicago
Cubs. 6-5; the San Diego
__Padres turned back the
Houston Astros 6-2 and the St.
_Louis Cardinals swept a
doubleheader from - -the -
,Montreal Expos 5-4 and 4-2.
The 4 New York-Pittsburgh
game was postponed by rain.
Braves 9, Giants 7
Dale , Murphy drove in six
rens with a grgarsTain bottler
--and a two-run single to power'
Atlanta over San Francisco.
The Braves, trailing 7-5 in the
seventh, got a run-scoring
-doubie from Bob Horner
before Murphy lashed his two-
run single past third base.
Miirphy later scored when
Biff Pocoroba singled to right
and Jack Clark overthrew
-third base into the dugoot fOr
an error.
., Murphy belted his grand_
slam homer off Giants starter
inha Blue' in the fifth. It was
his ninth homer of the season
and came after he wa-s robbed
of a borne run in the fourth
when Clark- leaped above the
fence for a catch.
Phillies 6, Cubs 5
Jose Cardenal slammed a
two-run homer and pitcher
Ruthiren,..5-7, • captured,his_
third _ victory . in four starts'.
since being acquired from
Atlanta. He gave up a three-
run homer to Mike Vail in the
seventh _.before needing late
reliethelp from Tug McGraw.
Cardenal homer came iv the
third off loser Ken .lioltzman,
0-3, after Bud Harrelson had
Walked. Jerry Martin tripled
to open the Philadelphia
fourth and Bob,13oone greeted
'reliever Lynn McGlothen_ with
a run:seeking single. Ted
Sizemore -also singled before
Ruthven tripled in two runs..
Padrest, Astros 2
Gaylord Perry and two
other pitchers combined on a
six-hitter and Tucker Ashford
and Jerry Turner blasted




help ,m the eighth from Bab
Shirley, who in turn gave way
to Rollie Fingers, who gained
his 18th save. Tom Dixon, 4-4,
took, the loss. Ashford hit a
solo homer in the fourth inning
and Turner blasted his in the
eighth.
Carditials 5-4, Expos 4.2
;•--Pete VuckoVich pitched a'
'strong 62-3 inninga and '
highlighted a .four-run sixth
with. an RBI single as St. Louis '
edged Montreal in the first
game of their doubleheader.
_ George Hendrick hit a two-
run homerin the sixth inning





to be much apprehension:"
The National -Basketball
Association club will get the
word one way or the other
-Friday-schen the-NBA-1136.4rd-
of Governors meet in Chicago.
Board Chairman Irving Levin
of Beverly Hills wants to swap
his Boston Celtics franchise
for Buffalo •and, move the
Braves to San Diego.
Levin, under the proposal,
would own 75 percent of the
-Braves, or whatever name is
used in San Diego. Harold
Lipton, „a Beverly Hills at-
• 
torney, would own 25 percent.
--
HONOLULU (AP).- The
Swan 44 vessel Annie Cadby of
the Victoria Yacht Club has
taken the early lead in the .,'
, Victoria-to-Lahaina Yacht.
race la uriched Saturday.
' Aftair -25 hours, most of the
yachts were reported 100
















Lisa Farris, Leslie Franklin
Tim Burctifielct,Clay Furches
Medley • Relay: Leslie
Franklin, Margy" Berchfielsk,







Goolagong of Australia beat
Janet Newberry of the United
States 6-4,6-3.
One seed in the women's
singles bowed out. Huta
Gerulaitis, 22-year-old sister




Jane Blalock earned a 1-
stroke advantage with a 3-
under-par 141 after two rounds
in a rain-plagued $75,000
-Ladies Professional Golf
Association tournament.
'Jerilyn Britz, who shot a 70,
and Joyee Kazmierski, who
carded -a 72, were 1 stroks.
back at 142. •
Donna *Cepa young had a
70 in the second round and was -
tied for fourth with Amy
Alcott and Jan Stephenson at --
143. Rookie sensation Nancy








































Mario Andretti drove his JF'S
Lotus to victory in the French
Grand Prix at the Paul Ricard 
track to increase his lead -in
the 1978 world Formula I '
drivers championship.
Teammate Ronnie Peterson
held off James Hunt of Britain
to take second place behind
Andretti for, the third time this
year in a display of Lotus
--damMapon. Peterson mained 
second iii, the standings table.
Free For The Askind!
, write
CORRESkiONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, MUibray, KY 42071
\ •
Dick Ruthven tripled in two In second position was the
runs to lead Philadelphia oVer San Diego State' was of- Pearson Vanguard 31 vessel
Chicago.
TWIN LAKES HOMES IL GARAGES
S PetY Med • Arrfwbon AMUR*
"We Uryse Yee To Compote"









Member Trim Ca, asowese of Onessirai
and Ity. Western Waterisind
ac.1(.4 0s 014, r 
rail *NAME - 
aim
---+ADONEMI
501- - 'Mow • — - .RPM ilitE roma 
52144811 losiseRMIIIMIMEWIRIMmilgusegglik.ormillinsria-Zsits
Twin4akes Homes, & Garages
Fka 669, Hwy IS West idts, Phone kW» 'ov (am
Mose Owned & Opereseil Revs lawn leper 11leesse
By The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO,-Calif. (API -
.The Western Athletic Con.
fereace expects San Newo
slate to 'bä major,c_polender
in football and, baseball, now
That the -Aztecs-are members.
of the league.
Stan Bates, commissioner of
the conference from which
Arizona State and Arizona
pulled out of to join the
Pacific-10, noted that San
Diego State "fields solid
teams in every-sport.'
"This is a big, big step up -for
' our program," said Dr. Ken
Karr, the-Aztecs' director of
athletics. The Western,
Athletic Conference has
become one of the great all-'
around leagues in the country..
All 'aur teams will be.
challenged W. eompete at this
level, but we're thrilled to be
part of so strong a league ... to
win a championship in the
WAC, you've got -to be pretty'
darned good."
• homily, admitted to the WAC
,-SaturdaY.--The University -ot
'Hawaii will join next year and
Nevada-La's Vegas in 1980.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. ( AP) -
Trainer Ray Melchiorre of the
Buffalo Braves says, "We're-
' all set to move" to San Diego.
-"All the players I've talked
to want to come to San Diego,"
said Melchiorre in an in-
terview. "There doesn't seem
Lucy Alice, the smallest of the
-ss boats entered- oi the rare.
l'opka pi, a 38-footer from
the West Vancouver Yacht
-- Club, followed in third, while
Drifter, a top contender Ultra
Light Displacement boat frotn
the Lahaina Yacht Club, was
in fourth.
- Trailing Drifter by 31•42 hours
was Merlin, an .ULD. yacht




FAR LAWS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOMES, CRUISES', MOTHS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS."
All YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by vs.
— —Price -Was is direct:
for Information end
753-0000 (4646)-










. 4,000 BTU capacity
• 10-position thermostat
• 2 cooling speeds, 2 fan speeds
• Built-in handle ,
GOODYEAR REVOLVING
CHARGEEnjoy your • F texib4s Pay Schedule
CREDIT POWER, „.:,:,:"„twdentYs thca'e.^:„^'
at Goodyeaf





longer terms than available
on our Reuoluong Statement
• • lrionthly Statement
L. OW Atontht•.Paynutnts
It must be right
or we make it right r-





. Room Air ConditiOner
I ;
Mode. 7351
• 121300 RA) capacity
• 2 coolinp speeds. 2 fan speeds
• 10-position thermostat -
• OE rotary compressor for years Of
dependable operation
















• 2 cooling speeds. 2 fen speeds
• 10-position thermostat
• GE rotary compressor
• Ali wash filtering system
$39888
CHECK THESE OTHER SUPER CLEARANCE ITEMS, TOO:
of icowto011 Plb*Cf
6115.30 Cu. Ft, chit Type Freezer $379
61 11.6 Cu. Fl Uptight Freezer $349
Gt 15.6 Cu, Ft Asked° Ref. $459
GE litchi( Rene White $219
CITY oascarintOri Om, t
Pipe Console Sleft0 soya mire
Repo Console Stereo fel
Repo Modular Stereo
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(API - A two weeks' growth
of beard gives the Mad
From. Disabled. List _ Romanian a more sinister,look than he projects on thetennis-court.
B BARRY WILNER
-AP Sparta Writer
- Throughout his career as a
New York Yankee,- lidickey
Rivers has been followed by
controversy, fie has had run-
ins with Manager Billy
__Martin, teammates • and the
front office. •
Rivers returned frofir the'
disabled list to the New York -
lineup Sunday amid more
controversy ...--hut as a hero.
New .York was trailing
roit 2-0 in the first game of
ble-header the Yankees
wood ind -up sweeping 3-2
and 5-3, with unbeaten Ron
Guicliy winning his '13th
straight gain a team record.
ivers pinch- for Fred
. . - Ilk The Terrible!' Na.stase_
the game 2-2, Stanley forgotstill causes hiadstoturn itiferi
about the bad and ran to argue he races, long hairllying, into
with Kaiser. - - the locker room of the stuffy
"The fan banged my glove- All-England Club. Teeny-
and got the ball at the same banners squeal at the sight of
time, noted Stanley.- "I him scratch and scr mbl
1the ball and run off. I had fl0caLur
where it was."
Chris Chambliss' sacrifice
fly in the eighth scored the
winning run and Guidry broke
the team mark for most wins
by a pitcher withdut a loss.
The record of 12 was set by
Tom Zaeliary in 1929 and
equalled by Ailey Donald, the
scout who signed Guidry for
the Yankees, in 1931. -'
In the second game, the
Tigers rallied to tie the score
-Stan e • w a
on. first base and t outs in.
theseventh. • •
. Rivers lined a' ball to dep
right field and the fun began.
"I- saw a home run," said
the Yankee speedster, who
had been disabled with a hank
injury. "I wasn't paying any
attention to the umpire or
what was-going on."
Detroit right fielder Mickey
Stanley chased the ball to the
wall, where -a fan aptRIATIRI
reach over, the railing and
tiah _It.......11u_w_ever- unwire
Ken Ka i,ser saw diffir'
"I saw the ball hit Stanley's
glove," said Kaiser. "Then I:
sa it- hit the fence, then
Stanley jumped for the ball. I
Sawit-hit esnd-maniebasek."-- --
As Rivers and Thomasson












106 S. Market St.
Across from Post Office
' Parts, Tennessee
ourin the bottom of the ninth,
Thornasson smashed a two-.
run homer. .
Elsewhere in he American
ague, California tied Texas
first place in the AL West
wit a 4-3 triumph; Seattle
edged ilwaukee 4-3 in 11
innings; the White Sox split a
double-hea wth Minnesota,
taking the fir game 8-5 and
dropping the htcap 9-5;
Cleveland I:franked • ronfo-24
in the opener of a twthb.ill and
_the Blue Jays were .3-1 vors
-in•tiiellightcap, and Oakland
split a pair with K
City., the Royals winning the





ated shirt. . -
t in this 101st Wimbledon
he is a-blur - just a ghost of -
the artiSan-past, • a wasted
talent. Too Bad. ,Itl-bne of _
the major tragedies of sports. 
Nastase is, Vie.tennis 
player_
that Bjorn Borg,. Guillermo-.
Vitas, Jimmy Connors 'ana
Arthur Ashe all want tun:etch.
He's :the man-Chris 'Evert
seeks out for __advice on
strategy and style.
He is to the tennis -racket
a iw s o piano
keys, Pete to the soccer ball,
Muhammpd Ali in hisprime to
the boxing ring.
On sheer_talent, there's no
-man who §hould be able to
-BERLIN -- East German
-swimmer Barbara- Krause •
smashed the women's world
200-meter freestyle _record
with a time of 1 minute, 59.04
seconds on the opening day of
the National Swimming




Olympics mark by 0.22
seconds.
You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of














stay on the saine.court with ; lost to humpty-dumpties
thig sensitively wired athlete unworthy to tote his racket
from Bucharest. But tennis is case. He has skiddedout of the
a game played not simply on world's top 10 rankings.
rectangle 27 by 78 feet but also
in , the six-inch area
representing f, the distake
between the two ears.
Nastase has been..his own-- This is We man who won the
*bra-- --enemy. -"Trigger-- U.S. Open --in • 1972, -captured
tempered, complex,. 'con- the French and two Italian
tentious, often • rude and crowns, twice was runnerup at
vulgar, he has seen his skills Wimbledon and won four
-dulled by -a mysterious Grand Prix Masters, em-
-psychological quirk that- blematic of the tour cham-
pionship. -
Sunday the council, -the
governing body of the globe-
girtiltri,g pros, went- into
executive session to deter-
mine whether Nastase should
.suspended and fined for an
endless series of infractions.
Some critieg have_ urged
that :his abuses have been so
flagrant hethould be banned
ranked among the best life. . 0-
npt the -best - in the world, yet the Mad Romanian__
Hie the-Terrible -has sten his carries on - a charmerin th'e
oncebrilliant garne ge--into a parlor, a veritable devil onlise
Major League
—Standings 




lwaukee 45 32 .5114













professors could study: for
ages without a resolution.
What triggers the,„ switch
that turns the Romanian frosts
a . charming, -hand-kissing
centinental to a veritable
court demon who fumes and-
-storms like a madman? Who
knows?. Not even. his-closest
friends_
Half a -ciozen . years ago,
p
He has won onl..y one
secondary tourriabiekt7--Ylsii
year, an event in Miami Aids
most top starsskipped. He has
Before Wimbledon began,
London. bookies quoted odds
on him at 33-1, one of the
longest shots in the field.
cour
said hew as sorry and came
back strong.
.., Now, at age 31, it's too late.
'time has passed him by. .
SLIDIRG hen Hatton, 402 N. 7th St.,--Marray, slides into home pIuieàru Issiincity









Toronto 9, Cleveland 3
Detroit 8, New York 4 •
Minnesota 10, Chicago 0 - -
Oakland 1. Kansas City 2
Balitinore 3, Boston 2, 11 innings
Texas 6; California 3
Milwaukee 4, Stage 4
Cleveland 2-1, 'Tarantella
New York 34, Detroit 2-3
Chicagn1.5..Minnesota 54 -
Boston at Baltimore, ppd., rain
'Kansas City 4-3, Daidand 24
California 4. Texas 3
Seattle 4, Milwaukee 3, 11 innings
Baltimore ( McGregor 141- at Cleve land_
(Paxton 5-4), (n)
New York (Figueroa,..74i...a1 Boston
(Eckel-sky 8-2), (n)
Toronto (Clancy 5-71 at Detroit (Niko:
4-7), (n)
Texas (Alexander 6-4) at Chicago ( Ki,a-
vec 7-51. (n) s.
Milwaukee ( Augustine 84 at Minnesota
(Erickson 8-5i, (ni
California app./.6) at Kansas
( Bird 3-3i, In
.Oakland (Broberg 8-6 at Seattle (84;-
bott 34), (n) . -
New Writ_ at Boston
Texas at„Chicago
Baltimore at Cleveland. (ni
'nront.o-sit-Detroit, - --
Milwaukee at Itlinftsota, (n) -
California at Kansas City; (o) ,
Oakland at Seattle, in)
•
OHO 0 II 0.1
r
* Philadelphia 42 31 .375 -
Chicago as 37 . 1507
Montreal 38- . 40 .487 64
Pittsburgh 36 34 _4811
New York ' 33 46 418 12
St. Louis 32, 48 400 131/
ii
San Francisco . 48 30 .615 -.
los Angeles 45 33 _577_ 3
Cincinnati 45- 34 .570 31.4
San Diego , 39 40- .494 94
Houston 34 41 .453 124.
Atlanta 32 4i 421 15
1113i,aStioulii-2
2, Cbicago I
Houston Cs, sot Diego 24 .
Los Angelexj, Cincinnati 0
Pittsburgh 1, New York 0 .
Sacs rresseisee is. Atlanta 4
New York at Pittskurgh, ppd., rain
St.T4tis 54, Montreal 4-2
Atlanta 9, San Francisco 7
Cincinnati 7, Igs Angetes-t---- -
Philadelphia 6, Chicago 5
San Diego 8, Houston 2
San Diego (Jones 5-71 at San Francisco
(13ar 
4-4
Montrer Dues 1-41 at Pittsburgh ( Can-
delasia 7-71, twi •
Philadelphia lonborg 74) at New York
ItOdtry_94),
Wanton I Bannister 3-31 at (Indwell
(iortnari44);•(KI
Ctdcago Roberts( 3-31 at SLIOUl3 Fa)-
cone 1-5i, (n)
' Atlanta i'llanna 0-4) at Los Angeles
(Hooton 74), T,414.
.
, Montreal al Pittsburgh, 2
IlihilicaXego at Itn'rwiciaco
Philadelphia at ew York, 2, (iwi)
at St. Louis
liouiron at Ci (n)
Attglifi, at Loa Angeles, (n)
Capistin D's.
PADUCAH & MURRAY
,flood Fri. thru Tueg.
 1.1
MSS YOUR PAPER?
Swbscribers who, beet wet
rtwoolv•d NW, boseseileNvered
City of The norm Limber I
Thies by 5:00 p.as. leeatioy-
Flit* or try 3:30 p;oi. hew
days ore *mod to esil 713-1916
blowout !At to: sowl
Moteday4rfeaty, to. 3:30 p.m.
tad 4,._1 4
delivery triilie—ieewspopor. CAM
.00“ be pissed bye p.m. woof.




Mite ly DWI Gilkey
"PPS'-COLA" •.11; "PEP-S1'. &it IltOr EEEEE 0 111A0(1.•11S Of Perss.Ce: MAC. I011110•T 00imikS
Bigger than 2 quarts. Pepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle is so big you can't buy a bigger
bottle,/ It iolds 67.6 ounces-of sparkling bright Pepsi-Cola.
Shatterproof. And Pepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle is Shatterproof, even if dropped
from heights of up to six feet. SO if it should happen to break, 'there will be only a few
flpcible pieces.
Lightweight. Pepsi-Cola's new 2-liter plastic bottle Is also-light — '30% lighter than a glass
container the Same size. So it's a breeze to carry, a snap to handle and a cinch,t0 pour.
Economical. Bring home Pepsi-Cola'-is- new shatterprod, 2-litter plaStic bottle. It's the
economi.Ltwo tg aiways,ITytele.ut of great.tasting Pegs! on hand.• *
Born ED BY Paducah Bettina's! Os.,,.Padurah. k. UTHIP,WAPPOINTACEJYT FROM PepsiCo, INC N
t ••
er
•• • treeks. That is what is meant
4. by a fuse blowing. If the fuse
.•• were • not there, the circuit•• eould get hotter and hOttei'and• • • • •••• YourSelf-Service • . - ' .p- eventually start a fire. Instead,. •• • • the fuse blows and the circlet is
a •




•• Authorized 205E •:• copper penny in the fuse box in
• Free pitting •. • place of aquse - a practice
a.
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-firkfloor peon *4 /0 4/5 M
PURE .ENGLISH TUDOR WITH beret, tower, bays and
massive chimney hold the promise of an extremely interesting
interior in this home of more-Wan 4,000-squire-feet, including a
library, five bedrooms and sunken Roman tub of mosaic tile.
Plan-HA1045,M includes a third-floor area ,which can be used for
storage or as a future studio. For more information, -write ar-
chitect Rudolph A. Matern—enclosing a stamped, self-
addressed envelope—at 89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola,
Hs41 5
Ouutrs
1ERNISIMI6 & CUSTOM BULT FURNITIMK
Custom I Fur n tyre
Roffr,,,h,ng 8 Repo.r.s
So',c1 Brass Har dwore
Also
Custom fluor rchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Cabners a New For (-
Without 'retiring Them Out
54urra• sal-Ur
•• • • •-s • •-•
•••
See these new• 5
• • •• •
••••





t turve tatrly good
idea Of the pit-pose of 11 fuse in
an electrical circeit,_ bliti have
newer been a clear exPlemition •
'of how, it. war*. What sloes it
mean isifen a hue blows?
A. - A fuse is screwed into a
socket So that -it -becomes a
part of the electrical circuit.
There iss strip of metal within
the fuse container which has a
lower melting point than the
circuit conductor. When ex-
cessive current 'flows through
the circuit, the metal inside the






I • •• •
• • =BD kips you (k) thhigs de-m : • ever, some persons believe IS is• •
• • si •
021., 
• • better to have one brush for-isw• • 















• Q. - 1 aR1' planning quite a
• bit of remo*ling in my house
• 
.
▪ If you could give someone like
• me, who to do most of
• - the work, a Ingle piece of ad-
vice, what woidd. it be'
• A. - You can save labor and• money if you plan everything
so that you can use standard
sizes of buildinernaterials. You
didn't ask for a Second piece of
advice, but here Is the oldest of
carpentry*. maxims: measure
everything twice.,
tharwics raids:. prevalent years
ago The circuit, drawing' ex-
cess electricity because cil an
overload, would become hot
and start a hie because the
penny would not break the
cult Is a fuse would j( so-
caIle circuit breaker orms
the .same Tunrtton as .1 fuse, It
cuts-the c cuitiri Ufe event of
an overloag or a short.
•
' .1
..ee" wide power return • •
talk, rule with automatic






Doors that stick and bind are
those that get the most atten-
tion in articles dealing with
home repairs. But it is possible
to have a door which neither
• sticks nor binds- but is difficult
to keep closed, especially when
it is not given extra careful
treatment each time it is used.
'The source of this trouble is a
misalignment of tha,latch bolt
in the door with the strike plate
on the door jamb. If the bolt
doest't fit Into the strike plate
opening, the door won't atay in
place. Oddly .enough, another
door problem --; a door that
rattles - ts-alao caused by the
same kind of misalignment. In
this case, the bolt fits into the
strike Plate, but dees .not Said
.securelyi,.causing a rattling
noise, _eseecially when it is an.
outside door affected by wind.
The first things that must be
examined are the door hinges.
If they.. are loose - even the
tiniest bit - the door i&thrown
out of line and so the bolt and
strike plate don't match. Reti-
ghten them W,ith a screwdriver
and see what' happens. If this
Here's How
N THE
USE  Au"APl. Lft
doesn't work ot if the screws in
the hinges were not loose in the
first place, theft the strike plate
must be filed or reset.
When the latch does not fit
into the strike plate opening,
you will usually see scratch
marks showing where the latch
is actually hitting. If not, rub
---sorne -ehalk on the end of the
bolt, close the door, open it and
see where the chalk marks are.
Shouldthe bolt miss the opens-
mg by only an eighth or six-
teenth of an inch, you may be
able. to file the metal in the
plate to make a larger opening
to. accommodate Me bolt: The
filing.ts a little easier if you re-
move the plate by takeig out
the two holding screws. ..
If the bolt Misses the opening
by e wide_margin, or if filing is
not practical, the strike plate
must be relocated on the door
jamb. After determining in
which direction it must be
placed t that's why,sou used the
Chalk), take a Wood chisel. and
enlarge the mOrtise into• which
the strike plate its. When the
strike plate has been replaced
and you are. satisfied that the
repair has put the door into
working condition, you.cari use
wood putty or plastic wood to
fill in any gaps made by the
chisel. Or, if it isn't unsightly,
leave ft the way it is. You may
also have to use wood putty or
Plastic wood to fill .the old
screw holes if they interfere
with the placements of the
screws into their new location&
Like the-drip from a faucet in
the still of the night, the rattl-
ing Of a door can keep you
awake for hours. You are not
likely to make a repair at that
time, hut you can stop the rattl-
ing with an old sock or similar
piece of material. Wrap one
end around the outside end of
th docirknob, the other end
around the inside of it. The ma-
terial, which goes over the lock
part of the door edge, will- en-
able the door to fit snugly and.
thus halt the rattling.
Storm windows are
great money-savers
With the changing of the
seasons we're rerninded of all
__-the-rwsponsibilities that go
into caring for a home.
One seasonal chore that
should have high priolity is
caring- for aluminum storm
Windows and screens.
.. Poorly con.structed win-
dow, can nullify much of a
114.101p,iimulistion, with re-
suln g heat loss as high as.40
per cent.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Hume Repairs," available
by, Sending $3.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
Fiousino Budget Bothers Young
By VIVIAN BROWN .
AP Newsfeatures
Young people, especially the
near-to-wed, are more Con-
cerned with housing and the
high cost of furnishings
•one might suspect. They
it all settled early.
-We have egptigh money to
put a small down payment oi a _-
house that is' not your average
mansion;-4sut would make a
very nice starter house near
my husband's business," says
one bride-to-be: • •
-•If we use .our cash for the
down payment,..w will havA-7-
• little left to furnish the how ----
Would it make more sense to'7
rent one of the new apartments
near his work and put the-Sav-
ings money and Mortgage mon-
ey . difference into furnishing
the apartment'?"
If a couple can grin and bear
it for a while, the house, even
one sparsely furnished, is the
best choice. It would give a
young couple a great-start for ..s
the future: It is difficult to
a house 'that tine can- affOrd,'
and if prices continue upward
you May not raise a down pay--
ment for many years. You
-have had yOur heart set on a
perfectly decorated environ-
ment. •
• Another young-fiancee hsie-a .
personal problem. ..•
“I'Ve chosen tovely ftirniture-,• -
,moit- of which is paid for by
- my own savings. I have worked
from a Plan .of the rooms 'so
that everything would fa prop-
erly and lee chosen color
schemes. and fabrics all with
my-boy friend's knowledge and
approval. •
-Now jaiddenli, he tells me
- that he winil-Tr move his
"junk" into our new home_ This
L.Inerialel a ratty 'bolting book
. ca...se. a gauche ceramic ele-
phant, a battered, small, round
table add a number o( other.
'eyesores. We have had quite 'a
number of diseussions, 'but he
is insistent."
, .
Rethished, these things may
be an asset. Try to work them '
uneyoui denrating scheme if
- .you Can. "The elephant might
makclarinteresting end table
Or-daty,be used in the entrance-
*ay with flowers; the pookcalie
in a bright color might be ideal
in a kitchen for 'cookbooks,
magazines or perhaps even to
hold small appliances for which
you may not have space. - --
-- The small table can be drop-
Ortith a suitable- fabric and-
--seed in living room; bedroom
• or den.
You don't want everything to
look shiny clasp anyway, like a
store showroom setting. One or
two old_things might improve
the appearance. The old touch
is almost necessary to give
your deco:trilling an appearance
of depth, of roots.
Newlyweds should remember
that their house or apartment
will really take on chanyi as
they go along injecting their
own personalities into it. In the
beginning, the starter pieces
will be necessary - the bed,
-chairs, sofa and a few tables.
But you most be ready to tie it
all 'together'With •good color
scfierpes, fabric, small decora-
tiver)b.jecta and the like. Slipeo-
. vering .even the new pieces
may do it.
Whether it is a house or an
apartment, a home can be pret-
ty special if you 'take the time
to plot its carefully.
Top iiaVers
According to the U.S.
GOvernment Committee on
Fuel Conservation, storm
windows art the biggest heat-
iind money-savers; they re-
turn about- 13 per cent or
more savings on mbnthly fuel
•
Herels„titiw to care for
your siorth windows and
screens so you can ensure-
that
.
 they will Save eioney for
you this.stinter: "
Wore ,sctting the win-
dows and ;creeus in place for
the- season, remove„,alean,




plaCe to Wash your window,
and screens:but the bathtub
will also give you enougki
room to do a good jot:-
- --,Etegin by bru.shiugAtie
screens and aluminum
frames to remove-the dust
anikcaked-im.dirt. If you
 (roublesome rOst
spots, rub„thern gently With a
wet rag' so as not to scratch
the 'frames. :Pitted "surfaces
Zan .be cleaned with naval
jelly; it's brullied on, then
wiped off wins a clean rag..
— -Check-up time
'To clean away greasy
grime and soot, scrub sur-
face's with a good,--stiff-
bristled brush and a solution
of Janitor In A Drop*
industrial-strength cleaner
and hal-water. Be sure to
rinse them well witlj clear
water or, if possible, hose
down.
Stand the screens to allow.
the excess water to drain off
and 'air-dry completely.
Once the screens have
- dried, make a close inspec-
tion for small tears or the be-
ginnings of major holes.
Clear mail polish will work
mritte's on tiny holes: your
local hardware store- will
carry any necessary Mate-
rials needed to patch larger
_yips or tears.
Wash storm windows with
Glass•Pluss glass, apphance
and cabinet cleaner and dry
immediately with a chamois-
cloth.
• Cloudy days are especially
good for washing windoWs;
direct slintIVIt dries windows
so quickly that they give a
streaked appearance
tlean tracks,, • _.
Before replacing-windows
and SCreervs:_uSe a vacuum
cleaner to remove dust and
dirt from window tracks:
then, wash them with a nar-
row brush. It also may. be
necessary to wax the tracks
for maneuverability.
•
could perhaps use your own tal-, ..-
ents and have fun doOgji_sour-
--s, self with braided rugs, ply-
wood furniture, crisp curtains,
some tag sale items. Study
some of the new do-it-yourself
books for ideas and directions.
You might be hanntet- how-
ever. in an attractively fur' -
rushed apartment trar-has *If •




• • Q - Although have never
'•• done any interior plaint mg, I ex-
' • a pectto do-a lot of1it this year,
•• • the price of professional work •
•• being what• it is A neighbor16 ft..32-5te' • • __tells me that I need a different
•• 
--• • -
• • brush for paints of different
• • colors, Is this so'• •
.,, A. - Since he used the word
• • -need," the anewer ui no. Hew-
it's.7not a bad idea, but it s un-,
necressary if you clean -each
brush thoroughly after it has
-used. All of this discussion
nothing to do viith the ad7
•Atifttages of using different
-Vries of brushes for different
projects, such as a sash brush
for windows, an oval brush for
railings, etc. Also, if you do
any varnishing, you not only
should use a brush designed for
gee with varnish, you shouldn't
us* It for any other finishing
material.
Thetichniques of using vat-
lacquer, shellac,- stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," avail-
able by sending 35 cents and a
long,S7AMPED.self-addressed
envelope to Know-flow, P.O.
Be; 477, Huntington. N.Y.
,11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
column, but individual corn-






A Politic Service ofTk,....,
& The Arivernsong C .:Arum,' No ci
, • •-• • ' 111:3
• ResistsCracking,
peeling
• Durable, flat finish
in many colon






The non polluting way to rid
youiself orpesky bugs. Wil
, not harm bads. or wildlife.
GET-THE BUGS OUT





0100Pio Plus, Muera;, y.
753-4150
• 11177 Charing .froOuct• Dr.oven ci Beatm• foods Co
We Declare
Freedom-From












































53 Word, Of sOr-
. fat.




























- Amazing! TWO kinds of exterior
color front ONE can
Of stain!'
• SOLID COLOR beauty
straight from the can
• Add water for SEMI-
TRANSPARENT color
: . Reg. $1,,09 Gvalvi.beyse
. ,
iTniesS liarservic
liCas;k1 • jsr. 1 BiickPs Decorating Center'- 
_ ol
Paildtaree. 
""fl20 Tsars Sale Ends 7-12-78701S. 4th, Murfa) , Phone 753-0839 lExperience 
' Open Mon, Fri.? til 3, Sat. 0-12























































































12 ram.' 5L, 5 Cele Mit at
one! own COrnPOUnO
II Peaposehon ENO. Of
IS chapeaus -sous
I7 Ronlan 1y-- lRoad (Mix
JAM $ vesteoe
is 1-07C 9 Fencitt
20 Prat ot- steold
• boater 10 Stern
otk 11 Brown. as
ogee° -
74 Slender 13 Paintur -
.26 Unbending spots
28 Symbol Icor la Mix
cerium , 19 Ate
rpSinging 21 Matures
• e0sCe 22 Lioiod mea,
31 Sharp re-.. _ sures_
plies - 25 Customs
33 Periods cit‘ 27 Cupolas
time30 Rages
35 Prefix halt_ 32. Lasso













55 Man s nice
name








































j)otr by 1. mod taLure byadlone, lac
I. Legal Notice
JOHNNY MICHAEL
RENFROE,- - am no
longer responsible for
any debts other than by
own as of June 30, 1973.
2 Notice
-COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Arfcraft; 118 south 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
2 Notice






Wale •  754952







Pe* Coed . .  753-750
Sega Oboes . .  753-0929
Iselin..  753-ED








BIBLE FACT INC. Luke
12;37 and 38, Christ
states: "Blessed are
those- servants, whom
the lord when he cometh
shall find watching:
verily I say unto you,
that he shall gird
himself, and make them
to sit down to meet, and
will come forth and
serve them." Would you.
be ready if the Lord





WHAT WE DO BEST is Holman Jones, 217
care. Needline. 753-8311 South 13th., Phone 753-
Wt. .z
WILL THE person who
hit the gold GMC Sprint
truck parked in front of
the Specialty op on
the north side of the
court square 'Thursday,
June 29, in the morning
cauStn,g damage to the
left • back fender and
chrome, please -contact_
the truck owner at 753-
5263 or 7534723. Persons
in the car that hit the
truck included two









THE FAMILY of Mrs.
Eugene Paschall wishes
to express their ap-
Rreciation for the food,
flowers, visits, and card
they received at the
death of their wife and
mother. •
,., A special thanks to Rev.
William Strong, Jimmy




Funeral Home for their
kindness, Thanks to the
kind drivers from Angel
---ot Mercy. Thanks-to the
kindness from the
• nurses and doctors at
Community Hospital.
May God bless all of you










5 lost And Found
LOST MAN'S bl k
billfold contain im-
portant pap and









































needed in. Murray area
for full details on this
business opportunity
write Rae Borgarding,






parties has opening for.
supervisors_ and
demonstrators in yota•-,‘
•• area. Quality Mer-
chandise- Highest
commission No in-
vestment, delivering or .
collection.. Call Ann
Baxter cohect 319-556-





my home 44 p.m. June'.
and July, 8 a.m. to 4








Have oh emillerlaulle orri-
no maitial a Ms isimieralim
FM, Feelseirf dia_caemen it
me a Ile Ismael vita Moss and
riaiessolsiorse asses. -ow
hams' is intim you to wow




dim brow Mug _yeedmiea
Vea
-- aftm cemplethie
vss youth hew 111011•11
0010.0110 bids 0010a7 s has-
te* 0 lee eemed era illierpee-
latept r1'!,-$g-IlliPhseeell is lel
O UMW SAW pa Peer stet
lee aue delee 5151! Ile save a
erPon ••
rote National Federation ot
Vermichtturists Inc
Sri KS! NW- -
Washington DC 20005tt.





A , TES, Group
I urance -Specialist
Must have own tran- erving 'West Kentucky
„ sportation and willing to "and ,Tennessee.
do light housekeeping/ Representing GOLDEN






Work., Xop pay. Call
Mayfield, Kr' 247-7201
for appointment.
ITTER FOR 8 year old
girl, 84 your home or
mine 753-9255 after 5-.
NEED PERSONS with
sewing experience
Apply 8 a.ni. to 12 neon,





a sn: to sew; +AO
1:',•M- to 7113-0- Apply in
person only between 94.








Hill or Donnie Hutson.
- WANTED.- HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
SALES LADY must have
• nice personality to do
- --light _book.wqrk_ mess
have- transportation, no
overnight traveling.
Appty in person at
;$1Fra)5 Motel, lloOm
Saturday -
14. Want to Buy
WANT TO buy used' Gym
Set. ,call 46-2742 after
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber,Will_pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 4984757.
mesiplu
We have last received 2
frock bids el refrigerators,
vp rights owl chest typo deep
freezers, -sIda by side
rehigeiatair. We 'wort isir
ceaditioassa, 4 4boberashers,
refrigerators ria !NW $75 to
$1$4, dleiwasbers- roe from
$50 te $150. J. Si table__
Thar, 4' old frta
asetiers,. Ng; il,actiep
Ater /Fidel items. TV sets,
mood NMI ems. We Mill
have wren/ school desks
ringing free SI Is $3.50. CaN
•7$1141105* ftil.-16iirrey ford
Trocter.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practical)), new'. ,Xi
hardware. $49. Call 159-
1117 after 4 p.m.








E BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
30 USED TRACTORS and
equipment. Several used
cars--and trucks. Will
trade for ariyIlOg of
value. Call. 759-4895. -
15 Articles For Sale
RS FOR SALE, 400
$1 each in lots of 15 or
more. Worth this much
for kindling wood. Call
753-6374 or come by 801
N. 20th.




$350. 753-4023 after 4:30
p.m_











TEACHER SELLING '11.6 CU. FT.
summer maternity refrigerator, only $is
clothes, sizes 102, 759- ,per month. Call Bobble •
1329. • Gary', Goodyear
Seiviec store, 753-11595.
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef. 1974 'VENTURE pop-up
Front quarter, 79 cents a camper, $1450. 50 Honda
pound, whole of half 89 minitrail bike, $80.
cents a ',pound, hind Regular size baseball
' quarter, 99- cents a* • game pinball machine,
pound hanging weight. $80. Call 753-6727.
Food Stamps accepted.
We also do custom TWO GOOD used lawn
slaughtering, Paris
• Meat Processing, 642-
,6201 off . S41: 'One mile
north -of- Viiirs- on old"
 Road
$3.95 SOTS AU Of 111
1 -m lead Mary
1 - YltWt7 Mickel
1 • &Male Nickel
I: lone Penny ea..b1 1# 1041 Perry
1 11.-Peamisi
-1 • Nara
1 • DMA Party 25 yrs.
1 -1%S$ Pearly (sae)
1- Owe 1140-0 Somill
Date Peony
. Mies peas" ,,j ves.
Pio free tent-$ NI I
Mos Oar Free Glft
Pies Ow free *where
Send $3.55 and .25 reshape
te:
JIM DOMINO & CO. -
SOO I. PS. I. Thome Map
knees& ee 1hNI
I'LL BE '',5,RNFs12! BEETLE

















For Interview call 753-
0839 or 753-5287. , '
BREAKFAST COOK
needed, Apply in person. .
Triangle Inn between 10
a.m. and 2 pm,
' FERRY. MORSE Seed Co.
desires accountant . for






Or a minimum of 15
hours toe ird degree.
Responsib ities will





for advert( oment. Send
resume -rid salary
history to Plaint Con-
troller, F rry- Morse
Seed Co., I 0. Box 481,
Fulton K 42041.
10 Business Opoii- rtinity
$IN OR MU weekly -
milling 'Warw. Pot
free deti tb, D. L.
Buford, 43K St Caries
Paddept, KY 43111.
• RETAft. Bl 'MESH for
sale. 111“-Itor, kw.
price nei 'dal*. Cali
7534510 q Or 436-5612
144
MONEY 7 LOAN .0f
farm' t -1001111 r0R-
4rltrtinta -81111
v.rkiltr • opital and
,sitati it 'my were
while 'Jett con
skier,ki u1Iiidio
Call se,; 5-1.715 bet
shave l
JOB OPENING
The City of Murray, Water and Sewer •
System is kcepting applications for
4._ Water Plant Operator Trainee. High -
' School degrelrequired, some uonege
work preferred. Employee must com-
plete necessary requirements for State
Certification prior tO being granted
permanent employment _Applications 
• __may be picked up at the Water System -
Office at Fourth and Olive Streets,
Murray, ,K The City_ of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity r.mplbyer:
uperating under an affirmative Action
Plan.
INVITATION TO BID
Sealed proposals will be received by the. Calloway
County Board of Edpcation at the office of the Board
. 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky until
1':30 p.m., Thursday, July 20, 1978, for the furnishing
of tabor, materials, services iind equipment
required to construct Traci and Field. Calloway
, County High School, Calloway County, Kentucky. At
the appointed time and place all Proposals will be
publicly opened and feed.
One copy of plans, specifications and bid form
may be 'obtained from the Engineers, Gingles and
Harms, 2111 Tsventietb Avenue, &hall", Nashville,
Tennessee. by contractors by dep.soiting a check
made payable Gingles and Harms in the amount of
Twenty Dollaru ($20.001. Plans and specifications
will-be on file at the Office. of. the Engineers and at
'thy: office of „the Callowey County Board of
Education.. Depord‘-:Will „be returned to all un-
secieliMM-bidders if bona fide bid has been ten-
itklittraidilgans and ntwcifications are returned ingo rconl 
Harr within ten days after bids are
receivecits
Contract4s. subcontractiwg, matariaLs suppliers
alicr,othPrInttrested personirmary obtain additidna1
sets of plans and specifications by payment of the
MS& of reptoduction'of data which arnotuits to 15.00
per edInpiete set of plans sind apecificiftions
A eartifieil check made payable to the Calloway
Cotrty Board of Education or a Bid Bond. executed ,
by the bidder and a Nindove company licensed to
operate-in the State of Kentucky, in an amount hot
IMP than ten percent of the bid. shall accImpany.
each bid
The stures.sful bidder will be rim:Mired to furnish
performance. try, paypiant bond for the full ismouet
of theAnyVireect iveh after thee set for owiling bids
111 be rettrned unopened. to the bidder
Ne bid may be withdreern. after time art for
mean for a periods( dirty days
the Avow enema bow t• an!, and ail
.4e arid to rodeo. my weiraolassatorsm
csillsamsesihi-stsiamatii
• Pr • led ham Ilipylnlesalent
A
 .41111.1811118811.b.r
mowers, will sell cheap.







set, in excellent con-
dition, 753-3622.
1 REFRIGERATOR and
1 stove, good coodition,
$55 each. Call 753-7750.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West KY. Cabinet co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
•
21" COLOR Consol TV,






, Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So Stlx
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE' tobacco' ana




truck tool box, gas tank.
with. pump, truck tap-









'Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20 Sports Equipment
1974 BLUE and silver
metallic Checkmate.
'For more information
call 354-6419 after 5 p.m.
19' PT ARISTOCItAFT.
-1969 model, 160 hp. - it
cylinder engine, Tan-
dem trailer, water skies,





Town: 10 Miles Sotith of Paris at Henry, Tenn.
Location: Henry Auction House next to Post
Office
loves Viod July -
Local Time: 7:00-P.M.
The Largest Auction Of Its
Kind Ever To Be Held
This Area
Mame Brands
Rediec, Soffits, Neckwall, Nam. logorsell bad.
Cemeies, IIT, VAC, faelltMlNeesEs61, Alised, Miller Fah, etc.
• ,
. -Air Caselmsers, OM Presses, INN areend lottery -Cbargsr,
Ed Owed Teel Sexes, Row leeks, 1/117 te 1" Al.' impacts,
3/$' t. Si" electric Isopects, %"t. 1" Socket Sets, Air and
Electric Sostior., buffers, rai"-sis"-ss- DriNs, Wreptch Sets;
Sabre Saws, Gawk% Saws, ½-%'d 1/2 Wiwi, Grinders,
Cesiliwisisgs. loped Sockets, Reefers. Solt Sanders. Zip Goes,
Need Sows. Ilea Import Drivers. Screettiritreir Set. Pliers. Pipe
Wressches. Crimea's. Peacli-Chisel Sets, 4"-S"-6" sad I" Vises,
Tape, Tap end Dye Sets, Ext, Cords, Rope Jumper Cables, Drop
rights, Nydreelic lacks, Nosamirs, Deep waS Sockets, Time Up
Kits, Drill Fits. Soldering Gans, Gear ham, lottery Chargers,
Sledge end As Needles, Plaaneet Needles, Sett Cotter, Ilew
'Saws, Chair. Hoist end lets MANI.
General Merchandise
le dealt AM and FM Radios, al &idiot, Stereo Units,- Tape-
"01evers, Itedies, Windt" Striking Geobs. Solver care, Knife Sets,
Pet mod Pas; Sets, Coelier.Fryiers, Crack Pots, CI Antennet, 11110-
ciies , Bales. Coffee Pots, Pocket Knives, kits end tots mom
Toots
You don't want to miss this sale!
Something for everyone
Terms of Sale
Cash or Approved Checks .
Nattespensiblit fey AccOont or Presort, After Said
Met Responsible fin Cloonses Dee te Availability end Shipping
Scbodolos
Owner:
M & S Wholesale
1-812-332-4956
3429 N. Smith Pike
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Auctioneer:
Col. Gory S. Becham
Ph. 901-642-0919
beefless.* Nev, efeareal rap be laspeietwe ewe boat_
• before sabs Mao. Mis sae Wean wee* Iwo. Vs dal












1974 BoMBER Bass Boat
e oh 115 hp Mer'Cury
Moody trailer, loaded.
See Bernie Prince at -
Kroger or call 'collect
247-5701.
SA4L.BOAT, Huiiey j.
twin keel crguse with
nevr i 606




• trailer, aluniinum car
top boat and motor. Call
753-11.
1977 SUMMERSET ski





DO NOT BE mislead, we
will meet any local price
on Zenith products.
Your Zenith dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker TV




stereos for • only .$12.00
per month. Clayton's
Formerly J & . B
Music), 753-7575. _
SISSON'S ZENITH
• guarantees you the
lowest prices and 1 year
free service on all-color
TV's. Shop around, then
some see Sisson Zenith.
.miles_swestot 
QUAHIPA 14' aluminum
• John, boat with trailer,
20 hp Johnson, ne.w
battery and trolling
motor. astro turf, swivel
seats, all accesories go
" with it,___.$850 or' best
offer 492-8668
4
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15'2'
boat and trailer. $350
Record in fano:meter.
$125 Call 436-2538. ,
22 Musical
K• IMBALL MUSIC .
CENTER 601 Broad-
way, Paducah. Ky. -
Across frolcn Irving Cobb
HoUl, Ptr 443-3879. Shop
if you like but check our





--s-eitiLmsatne' rates. I de







BUILDING for rent or
lease located at 406
Sunbury Circle, Murray
753-0639- or. 753-5287 .










new 2 bedroom duplex
apartment. Central heat




on Hwy. 94. 313'2-2174. .flTTMiR 1-4FAVEJS LETTINC;
ONE ROOM apt. 'fur
_nished. Working man
oni) $50.00 month. Call
753-3685
71 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two a
66G three way speakers.
Spggested retail price
91,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days. 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE by owner:
mobile how, 1978
model, never \zsed, 14 x
70. all electriC.„ 2 baths
and 3 bedrooms Must be
seen tO be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 753-





dryer. Very nice ;5000.
758-4074 or 753-1877.
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 65,,
2 bedroom. Monte Carlo,
all electric, central air.
Completely - tarnished..





:075,14 x 70 2 Bedroom, 2
1110141. - 'full baths, and 34 acre• 





39Yavra • - Mobile hdine spaces for.et-tined Itp,EPA
" rent, at Riviera Ctrurts,
Call 753-3280.
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take _up
payment like- new color'
TV. Clayton's rformerl
J and B Music i. 7537_
29 Mobile 'ome Rentals
30 Business Rent*
OFFICE-- srAcn for
reit of le. For more
information call 753-0839
753-5247. • . •
-
Micro Power -Tone Coded" Systems. requires no
hard wiring tocontrol energy consumption in com-
mercial., residence or industrial. Saves up to 50% of
fuel costs. Salary to$30,000.00.
Plos.Beaefits„ '
Send Resume or can Mr. Bei•Wd..
United Synergy Sy 7094 Peachtree Industrial




Ownerisi David W. Dowst
1 A Hill Crest Street
Augusta, Main 04330
After due consideration and proper inspection
of the property on the East side of Broad street in
Murray. Ky.. bounded on the South by Nash
Street, on the North by Sycamore Street, on the
West by 8th Street and on the East by Ellis
Street. And generally known as,a house located
at 605 Broad Street Murray, Kentucky it is found
[
that the above described is in dire want of repair-,
aged and in a dilapidated condition and is
, 'especially liable to fire loss, and due to its con-
dition is extremely con bustible and is a greatilre
hazard to - the city of Murray 7 Kentucky. It is
` therefore orderedthat said condition hego 
remedied by repairing the building to the
satisfaction of the Murray Fire Departmentand
the State Fire Marshall's office, or that the
'wilding be razed and removed immediately.
The within order is issued under section 727.380
1 the Kentucky Revised Statutes,4rout which an
.ippeal may be made to the Board of Housing and
'onst ruct ion Appeals of the Cityof Murray, Ken-
! ucky Within-ten 110) days upon receipt of this
•lotice.
In the event no appeal-is taken, the. wi,thin
property Will be razed and removed. (Or which a
lieu will be 'attached for the expenses thereof
pursuant to K-RS-227.390
Given under 114yiiand This 21 Day of -June 1978
.lackie Cooper'.
Fire Chief . .
vl array Pll re, Deparrrnent
Phillip Owens .
thspittor . . . _ . _
4urrakFire Department
33 Rooms for Rent
ROOM, FOR rent, 1306
,Main.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM-HOUSE
newly decorated, 1 block
from MSU Call 753-7750
after 6. couples only.
PANAROMA SHORES-
Lake front home for
lease. 3 bedroom-2
baths. Owner looking,for
mature couple only. $300
per month. Phone 436-
5479. -













iCol) COME HOME TOMORROW. WE JOST
GOT A BILL FOR HOSPITAL .cosT
OVERRUN
LEAVING TOWN must
„sell 13 year old.
, daughter's 6 ft. pet Boa
Constrictor. Prefers to
polity with children. $150.
includes glass cage. Call








solid black and all











Lake: Home has at-
tractive kitchen-den
combinatiqn,' lovely
fireplace in the living
room, new wall-to-wall
carpeting. new. drapes
and a sharp new look
-throughout. Priced at
ohly $14,500. Don't delay











2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
livfflg roam fireplace,
kitchen Dr. ' double
garage With large,
separate storage area.
This can be your an-
swer to comfortable
lake living. Reduced to
$29,900. Boyd-Majors




NEW LISTING at 112-N.
7th: Nice home with 3
bedrooms, kitchen,
dining' room, living
room, Pz baths, nice
yard. Area of nice
homes but zoned B-2 for ,
the future:Geed buy af
Only $20,500. The




listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre thing
farm-located southwest.
Priced in the 20's. Call




wooded lots us- Con-
cord Road Two'
• .miles Iron! Murray.
One 120 x 250, one 120
x 306. Prefer to sell
as one lot. Call 753-
8715. 9 to 5,753-3428
after 5.
ALL YOU could ask for in





carport plus 20rI2 block
building with utility
service all on a Rice lot.
Near East School and








limbs Joffe Slow* Cantw
IDEAL ,FOR BEGIN-
NERS or retirement
home. This is located in
gm excellent quiet neigh-
borhood near city







has new carpeting and
decorating. Look at this
and make an offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
206 So. 4th Street,. 753.
0101 or-7531
Purdom & Thurman




DREAM - Get ready to
move inte on of
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes
This house has three




heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom for something _
extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this





IT LINT necessarily so
that good -things must
cost a Jot...2 bedroom
fra-ine recently
redecorated and just
.look ing for new
5,















Washer , dry ,
draperies, antenna in-
cluded. Wail linger
on the market at
$29,900. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate 105 N.
Ampth. 
TAX TIP IF Y.OU
SELL
2 FOR A OROFIT
Normally:" taxpayers who sell their home for a
substantial profit face a heavy tax load, but this
burden can be avoided. If you buy another home
that costs as much or more than the sales price of
the aid one, within # specified time, the profit from
the sate isnot included in your taxable'income
• The second home must be bought and occupied
'Within a period ending 18 months after the sale.
" (This is a new change, previous time period was one
year u. A 2-year period is permitted when building a-
new home. This tax .deferment applies only to the
sale of a hoine which is the family's main residence.
When figuring tOe amount of gain for which tax
may be postponed you may deduct for "fix-up" ex-
Penses If they were siccomplished within 9) days
prior to the sale, and paid for no later than 30 days
after the sale. Check- with your accountantlfr the
IRS on details if this matter affects you, It could be
Well worth your while.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
yiiloge Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
•
Ron Went 7534894 Cindy t;airilc 759-13%
Jim Herndon 759-1111,1 [Arida McKinney 75341576
•••••
MN=
FOR SALE, by owner; 25'
acres L2 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James. Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394
Poiolar-lteitti”
REDO AN OLDIE....make-
her shme...Hav-e your 3
acres and house up to
date. fras_5(1._x 20 block
building besides. Make
an 'offer.- Alsa: dOn't,
forget to watch for our
ad on the building page
of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and




r" Sharp a hookassa Mamisposo
Maas Woo Waled im Alto
mov iregposetenot ,iothrisA swoomPmealies. Is
An Hi MOS(
stem", holiday oxeye doe,
let. Prisetito se et 514,930.
Home Plus 2 oportomots. let
your tenants kelp pay the,
mortgage litre nice three BR
Iwo bath brick only hire
blocks west of SAW campus.
Apwrlineat now rent& for
5)50 menttyht. Home ekes






located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a





With The Friendly Touch"
Isn't it tithe youlaCed
aiacts and admitted it's
harder 'thin-----yoU
thought_ to sell your
own home? There's an.
easy way to do it. . .
Dial 753-8080 -and let
BOYD-MAJORS REA-





SELL? If you've been
thinking of sellingwhy




from our" five full-time
sale.s.- representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate _so let us
match a buyer to your
property. Phone
°107PPERUD REALTY.
. 753-1222 anytime. We
make buying and selling
real estate easy foi you;





MARXET and in that
demand area of patic
and shopping.... living
room with fireplace, 4
bedroomS,economietas
heat Priced in the 30's.





NEW LISTING • in New-
Providence_ Older home
---orr-5 acres, ideal for
handyman _ plus 3
bedroqm Mobile home
ith soya, refrigerator, _
-and air conditioner. All
for only,. $15 759



























home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of,
Murray. Home has




Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus --a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this op-
portunity pass. you buy.







home on Main Street'





'fireplace with gas logs,.




10 closets. This home is ...
sure to be a pleasant-.-
surprise! Let us show It










those-city blahs! ! Here
is a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
entry hall, you enter the
plush carpeted living,
room or family room
with fireplace_or down
the carpeted hall to the 3
bedrooms with pegged





quick sale. Eight acres
fronting approximately
400 feet on 641 near
-Midway,- with 14 Trailer
Spaces, now only




South 12th at Sycamore* .
TELEPtIONP 7531051
44 Lots For Sale
FOR SALE by owner; tot
for mobile home, septic
tank, city water, electric
service ,pole, driveway,
sewed down, ready for







at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
•
Three bedroqm,' quality built home, GE ap-
nlges, heat pump, priced reasonable. Located











(This alphabetized page will rim weekly - clip it freer
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ornsusmiuj CLASSIFIEDS
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. Lake-front and
Lake view,' several to
choose from on Ky. Lake
and Barkley Lake.
Terms available. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
10 LAKE LOTS on Blood
River Bay. AU near
waterfront, 100 x 200,
.power line, running
water, school bus and
mail route. $2400 each,
10 per cent down. Call
436-2427.
FOR SALE, 100 acres at
South Pleasant Grove.
.492-8790 after 5 p.m.
LARGE-SHADED lot on
Doran .ROad„ 1.14 acres
or 180 x 275 could well be
the best residential lot
left in town. Call Jarifeit
or Bob Futrell It '753-
7668 or 753-2394.
LOT NO. 121 at Anderson
-_Shores. Lot is 75 ft. wide
by 150 ft. deep. 'Contact
Dr. J. L. Keller, 204 S.
Mill Street, Pin-
ckneyville, Il 62274. or
phone 16181 357-9715
COLLECT
FOR SALE by owner; Lot
II-1% -Miles east of
Murray. City water, no-
restrictions, not in a
subdivision. Call fob
Futrell 753-7668 or 753--
2394.
45 Farms For Sale









45 Farms For Sale
721,2 ACRES on Calloway
and Marshall -County
line on Kirksey Hwy.
..Call 527-1864 days, and
527-8576 nights.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE, new duple*.
Call 753-4449.
ill' OWNER .on Cir-
carama Dr., 3 bedroom
-- brick, living room, and
dining area combined,
built in garage, dish-
washer, disposal,
refrigerator, range with
- hood, washer and dryer„
and curtains with house.
7 large closets. Ca11-753-
FOR SALE by owner': 65
acre farm in New .
Concord, .750 ton silo, 3
phase current, fine deep
.,well, beautiful building
'site for home, very
scenic, approximately
40 acres , tendabk, 5 -
joining TVA. -Call--
James, Bob, or liznmy




closets ; 1 acre grouod, 4







' HOUSE FOR SALE 'Ery,,
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr. 3 bedroom, 1P2
baths, LV, entry hall, ,and g





fence4 back yard with
tool 'shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906
TRUCK TIRE Salk -
Hlway -7-0-thril LF
ply, $27,57 plus $2\85
S'ET, 750x16", 8 ply,
0_ $35.39 ,,plus $3.59 FET.,
Wallin Hardware, \
-Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VW VAN, .good
condition. Call 759-1657.
HOUSE„ FOR SALE --
located on nice street in
Murray, 2 bedroom,









miles. Must sell soon.
Call 753-6605.
4Z 125 . YAMAHA, ex-
cellent condition $675.
52-8356. '
1,77 HONDA 750, Four K,
extra nice, low mileage,
must sell. 753-9039
between 6 a.m. and 2
p.m.
J HYDRAULICS
Isit rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.






.,4,boot 'dims, sod patios Sc U @IMO, pro cat assassAttafp ready
tit astirratbto to 74 I 40 Dory A* belt ler loll








We Top It WS
DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
ula, steering, brakes,
a , M-FM tape, black
, extra sharp,
FOR SALE 1950
pick-up truck flat he




and 8 track tape player.
Real -good tires. Call
!-.after 5-p.m. 901-642-7010.
1,72 OLDS Delta 88, 4-
door, hard top, has AM-





Has 8 track stereo. C.B.,
,AM-FM- radio,
television, sneakers
front and rear, couch-







inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFe,,. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden






farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end
alignment, brakes,
shocks, tune-upa-, ac- ©1978 Undo Festur• Synthesis
cessories, and prompt 
service, phone Ad-






sales has the ritt,
;‘ fiberglass cargo cover, \
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield, \
`‘, Ky. 247-8187.
FOR -SALE, '1974 Old-
. smobile Royale, power
and air, low • initrat e,
good condition; $2650
Cali 7534564. e
1978 JEEP .Cherokee 4
wheel drive, loaded with
extras, low mileage. 753-
' 3710 after 6 p.m. _
1973 SUPER BFIETLE
VW, extra clean inside




and brakes, air con-
ditioned, must sell. $400
753-9634 .
0/1 COLEMAN, 596, pop-
, sleeps.,6; many ex-
is.Excellent con-
'oh. 9900. Call 436-
1972 tioNArizA camper,
• 18', self contained. Call






































tank, gravel and dirt




condition. Call 346-2021 -
Mayfield after 5 p.m.
  GUITEWINO-IMSEARS
-11178 MUSTANG, 2 plus 2. Sears continuous gutter
power and air, V-6 4000-•-' installed per your
miles. 753-4112. specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
1973. RIVERIA, exceffent
condition. AM-Fm 8
track stereo, tat. cruise
control, power seats,
windows, and locks, 6300





. dition. Call 753-9920.
FOR SALE:: 1967 Valiant
Slant six. Runs good
$250 Air conditioned
,L97I CHEVROLET 60
series dump truck has a
1978 366 motor under
warranty. 12' Rogers
'bed and tag axle, ex-





chback deluxe. Car is in
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
etterior , with 'white




FENCE SALES at Seat
now. Call Sears 753-231p
. for free estimates fclr
your needs.
PIANO 'TUNING -;1112:-
repair. Call Joe JaCksbn
after 5 pm. 753-7149."
Litt:114'5ED ELEC-




Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.















o costly footings or
fo dations. 100 percent
„fir proof masonary
product. Less than -the
cost of- natural stone....
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328,
SPECIAL OFFER. in-
. troducing new vinyl
itkdirig by Alcoa. Free














FOR MORE PROMISE RESINS
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall


















DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of.
, stumps' We can remove
tie,tuna ps up to 24"neath ground. Leaves
bnly sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,




_ dry, .work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Bea- 409 A. Paducah,






roofs sealed. Call Jack




ficient service. No job
too small: Call. Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and 1Sackhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John





ALL TYPES backhbe and
septic tank work. Field






.Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
t- parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at 917.50.
Hwy 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.
,- Two Irvel, 5 bedroom brick, two full -
_ ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2 -
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
'builtcins, large. lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above. •
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9t1T, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
5020685-4961
Bill Ko GeriAnr1-o crt
Sales Amor-late lec ,Associate Secretary BrotPel:ruc!. Sales eV..,-0‘ 1:iti
WALL. HANGINGS inade
any design or style,
available for your home,
office, or Store. Call 759-
1145.







IN by Sears save. on
these --high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
















Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00






Bill Rayburn George Gallagher 'Ellen Jones
The 1978 Sales year has, been one of the busiest ever and we are experiencing a
very heavy housing demand. Due to extremely strong sales, we are in need of new
listings. If you really want to sell your home or other property, list with the action
team at Kopperud Realty. Just Phone the number that gets results-753-1222. We
have buyers waiting.
•
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Deaths and Funerals I
Kenneth Palmer's Rites Held At Chapel
The " funeral for William
r'Kenneth Palmer is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,.
:and the Rev. Fred, French
officiating. The song service is
by, the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
choir.
Serving' as pallbearers are
Crawford Hartley, David




Douglas died Friday at five
p.m. at her home. 100 North
-3601-Street. Paducah. She was
- 56 years of age and'a member
of the Immanuel Baptist
Church, Paducah.
• She Was preceded in deia
by one son, Bill Douglas.
Mrs. Douglas is surviied by
her husband. Bob Douglas;
one IS-tighter, --ffesT Cheryl
• Reiclland;. her parent14-









Sunday- at/two p.m. at-the
chapel of the' Roth -Feneral
Home, Paductah, with the Reiv.
Dr. Vitlhatn- Dubine of-
ficiating. Burial was th the
Woodla ten Memorial Gardens,_
Paducah 
--




Neal OM* you get the urge to
play atound yr.4.00de .
Come to Dayton.'; Cissievniy,
the suite's most complete pier
ground for singles' Sind 'amities
efte Check these features
C sso ti on Beath t Ocean :
C 300 Rooms ffticierioles.
Suites & i!.parfenents
fJ Restaurant & Lounge
O Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
2 Pools. Kocklie Pool &
Pleygrourid
• b volleyball & shuniegmfd
Basketball siee Room
Sauna, Exercise Rooms.8 Gift Shop & Beauty Spdp; Calvert City Route One: two
8 Y a Go" Povficiles • Locker. .Paducah sad Mrs.lo Disney wood-
. Ralph f Mary) &Stadion. St.
Sank* Louis, Mo.; teak Ms. We-rra eheistleassos stifle! Pace,- kaill Mow,
9.19' 949194$9 Pace. Mayfieldibree Ogler%in our playground.
it's Daytona $ most comps/pi - Mrs Harper Swift. Alm,year rOurfa fun resort' . .,, Mrs. Roy Sinabiam, DMA,
Dayionws Mlc:h.. and Mrs. Oscar Prank
Bryan.klarichester. N. fl.;
REACH awn: .4 nine grandchildren: eighteen
-- 2075 S Anaotic ay,, great grandchildren. •P 61,0x I The funeral will* held
J. D. King. brother 04Mrs.
Lucille Griffin of Calloway
County, died Saturday at 7:311
A.M. at the Hopkins County
Hospital, Madisonville. He
was SO years of age. He was
a resident of Caldwell County..
Survivors-include his• wife,
Mrs.' Edna Hall King, -tieti
daughters, Mni. Bonnie Gtuer,
Trigg County. and Mrs. _Can-
ine Mitchell, Princeton Route
Three; . stepson, Johnny'
Reddick, Caldwell County;
five sisters. Mrs. Lacing
Griffin, Calloway Camay,
Mrs. Rebecca Fowler;
caldwell •Cotioty, Mrs. Ade*
Lee Ma.thMrs. Grace
Williams. and Mrs.* Mary
Jones, all of Trigg Calmly;
two - istatharg. AMR and
Wird Rio& 
vi';gramieliglemi.
The funeral is 'beim. hild
lialay at two p.m. atlistehspel.
if the Goodwin Funer,a_11111111166.
Cadiz, with Rev liansid
Dunnawa). officiating Burial




' Color TV & Refrigerator
cast‘awbity
NorivrOrthy, Edward Palmer,
and Dr:- Charles D. Clark.
Member of the Murray
Chapter of the „National
Association of 'Retired
Federal Employees are
serving as an honorary group..
Burial will .follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Palmer, age 61, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
-510 p.m. Friday at the
Murray‘alloway County
Hospital after having been
striken ill at his home on
Murray Route Throe.
He was a retired( rural mall,.
carrier. -for the Kirksey
Postoffice having served for
thirty-one years, retiring four
years ago. Born Jan. 24, 19.17, USTENING—Kelly Stunson, 3, daughter.of Mr. and Mrs. Oyde'Stinisan of Murray,in Calloway County, be was
the son of the. late *listens intently as Martha Boles, 21. reads ktion story in front of the Student Center a.tAlfred 5-.-.
State University. Boles, daughter of Mg. and-Mrs, lack Mies of Madisonville, is a •
Edward Palmer and Alta • .. • •James Palmer. vocational home economics maps and the second female president in the history of
He is survived by his wife, _ the Student Government Association. Kelly's father is the sttident government advisor.
Mao by Terri.saroest
Mrs. Louise Radford Palmer,:
•Murray Route Three: _One
daughter. Mrs. Anoette Jories. Added CINovato, Calif.; one son, ues-On-Stiprethe CourtMichael Palmer. Kirksey
-Route One; one sister, Miss
Christ -Palmer, Murray
Rotate Two, four brothers,
Lowell and Hugh Palmer.
Kirksey Route 1, • Curtis and
--Raymond. Palmer. Murray
_*oute Two; and three step
daughters, Mrs. Yvonne
Melton, Murray, Mrs. Iva Lee
Jackson, Murray Ratite Five,-:
and Mrs. Charles Pamelai-
Van Dyke, Jack*. Tenn.;
parents-in-law, Mr and Mrs
T. W. Nesbitt, Harel Route
AL King, Brother Of
Artemus Pact *died
Saturday at. 4.20 a.m. at the
-Cedar Crest Senior Citizens
Home in Marshall County He
was 93 years of age
The deceased was a retired
farmer mid a member of the
BrienstnitNnitad Methodutt
Church.
Mr. Pact is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Dona Hale Pace.
'daughters. Mrs. John t Will. I
I Daytona Fie 3-2016 I sooktay at two p m at the
I Ph (904) 2654461 Please send rimy col*, I chapel of the Filbert and Cann
brochette & rate sheet I
lame  1
I Street 
4 City ' Stele,  I• . —I
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. John Joiles and the
4-144"1, Jim Stubbs officiating.




Court's view of "affirmative
action" seemed in the offing
as the court's current term
rem oarce
clues





. Before leaving the - beneh_
today, 'the- 11.141gar had-
chanee to cissgspaeome of the
questions raised by. their.
momentous decision Wed-
nesday in the case of Allan
Bakke.
They also Were expected to
announce a 'major death
penalty decision and rube on
whether the government may
banish seven "dirty miler
from the airwaves.
In the Bakke case's deeply
divided court ruled that while
college admission policies
legally may tale race into
account, the use of .fized
irotaa to guarantee a certain
-number of minority • ad=
missions violates the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. ..,
- For the lirst time, the NO
court -inied that genatiment
actions may gala in bri-
pe rm ss b le racial
discriminstion against whites,
%Awl called , ''revers.
_ diacnolimation."
The artless appeared to
ham their ruling ea the
w6rding of. portion of the Ilk
law that forbids racial bias by
any institution -re-Z*44134g
fedezal mone)
While a court majority gave
its general endorse ens to the






Three inmates fled the state
perytentiary at F,ddyville
before dawn today, officials
said.
State Police were searching
for the fugitives in the
Eddyv lie-Pea Moans
The escape was discovered
about 4 45 a.m. whit a maii
was seeergomg ours_ Marlon,
prison officials said. The three
escapees were inmates of
Cellisouse 4.
'They were identified by
corrections officials as Joseph
craii• 32• Pgibms (*NAY,
sentenced for armed rubbery,
malicious wounding and at-
tempted escape; Charles
Franklin. Murphy, 17, Jet-
ferny County. sentenced for
robbery, burglary,   storehouse
breaking and attempted
. . r 
some jraffic signals, but 
police repOrted no incidents.
,•• W.R. Boisaliart, chief of
s • terns operations for the
view of the ••• hundreds of blacks and other minorities Admitseteattoc. it—federal
flood in central Washington
washed out seven tran-
srnissiontowers.
He said lights probably
flickered in eastern
Washington, Idaho, Wyoming
and possibly Colorado aria' •Sunday night. _ Arizona as - the voltage level
-There should not have peen surged throughout the in-the outages," Bossirt said. terconnected power system
-We thought We----Werir -,but he said the veal impact
protected against them. The- 'was in Montana.
system didn't work. I'm not.., "It appears the ,stata  oLsure why." • :Vkintana was pretty' v
He said the lightning strike "Bosshart s.
occurred somewhere along
the 130-mile line between
Lower Monumental Dam on
the Snake River and John Day
Dam on the Columbia.
,It is one of two 500,000-volt
lines that connects the BPA's
operations in Oregon • and
Washington with power
systems in Montana, Idaho,.
Wyoming, Colorado and
Arizona. The other line was
• knocked out of commission
Saturday night whena flash
Snake River dams with the
SPA substation ak the John
Day Dam in Oregon.
Bossart said a safety-
,inechanism designed. to.
prevent such a _lower
disruption failed to work
blacked out,"
ue
it gave Wit -insight into end job bias against women, Booknet444e . Power
programs outside education- can withstand the legal _in government a,nd private 'challenge of, three unions 
agency in Portland, Ore., Mat
-minorities and women special progreni igeraves .collectively‘- bxiay
trversees distribution efbusinesa • - -aimed • at giving-2ehich cliarge that the
help. ,_ • bargained' seniority. rights of 
hidroelectric power, said
ttiat the outages in-
-It also did not attempt:4 *Me males. Montana,. Wyoming, Idaho
eseispe.- and- Junes -1104,1"-•
32. Christian County. who was
serving a sentence for
sodomy










possible court action today challenging the iralidny'of tl
included 'death penalty laws in Ohio, a
--Whether a S4 billion public state where 93. persons are
works law passed by Congress behind Oeath row bars. -
In 1977 Via fight unemployment The cases could offer other
is valid,..esen though it:stetes considera13. -----
ennnarked 10 pereent of the cliirification for drafting
money for *friinorit.}. 'capital punishment legislationsaiegogggag. - by-aoswering these questions:
The tint case comes hint - May a state to, to limit the
Los Angeles, where a federal types 'of 4.. thitigattng cir-court struck doom the law as rumstsuces: a judge or juryan Unconstitutional racial cousiders S'hen `46tidiligquota A federal cowl to whether- to impose. the deathVermont reached the Same- penalty!' •-
is:inclusion, but courts in -Is the death 'penalty a
Kansas, NOS York and Rhone' constitutinnirtiunishment for
Island upheld the law's con- tipunors,
stitutionality the death penalty-ati
-Whether two regulations gporeariate punishment for s
• 
North Carolina to gat .inoni
minority pitrticipatilin in
student government are form:s-
ot Illegal -
disciettnination. The 4th L_,L.
C4rclut 'Court of Appeals
voided die' regulations .jast
July. .°-•
Onerregthrtion requinnithat
there best least two blacks on
the Campas Governing
Council. 1 f two MK*: web-, not
elected, the stadent body
president was nquired to
appoint one or tem addititinal
members toll* mono] to
assure membsnOlp by • two
blacks
Theo other • regulation
provided that, on the request
of a studied Belight Werra_
studied discipliner) palest,
four of the seven judi;eisver"
pointed to hear the cast
be the same race or sex as the
defendant • _
- Whether as affirinative
action prosgraM adopted Lae
years ago by the AtriericAn
Telephone & Telegraph Co to
•
S.
PII.sis al Setif -abed mend it
row 1111DT, _ftesibbid Is mr
L•dlipe 6 New b/ nellt 1111diess
Oso, , at likeray. us as haws•
ladasaftel Awe 4 111Air Preemie w.• ,6biodeallblirs
lishkal011
0114.4.
Perflider 4%4Osalifel Ore 1" kis vq.Gamstd 9.404Osearssug.,
tame
San Frilicisp Hit With Power
Outage For 2 Hours Early Today
By The Associated Press
About. a third of San
Francisco was without power
for nearly, two hours eariy
today after a substation
,transformer failed and
another exploded and burned.
Most of western Montana and
parts of Idaho, Wyoming and
South Dakota lost power late
Sunday and early today when
lightning struck a central
transmission line to those
states, officials said.
About .24,om. customers
s wer affected by the outage in
isco, which began it
izWa.m. PDT. All power was
restored by -41111 a. m., ac-
cording. to Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. spores:Tian Harry
Arnott.
Another spokesman for the
utility said the outage ap-
parently was caused by some
sort of equipment malfunc-
tion, not sabotage or a bomb.
The blackout halted, some
city buses that run on electric
overhead Wires and darkened
spell out all of the educational Also confronting the justices 
and Soto Dakota were
— ....4hefirst Monday nest October 
triggered when lightning-programs that could survive !adore .they adjourned un_tll
legal challenges. - - struck a 500,000-volt tran-•
''Bakke sequels'- awaitmg !ire a pair of cases-
iitssion _
adopted 1*.thir niverlitY convicted ofimiirder
who. is-- a ''non. -
filggerman" and did not take--





sociation will meet at the
First Baptist churchAitray.
on Wedneaday. July 5,.,iiiktead
of the place listed in the
release 'submitted for
publication on Saturday:
A fellowship period- will be
held at 9 30 a rip. following at











Top Qualit.) Mt, ,:handise
Guaranteed Low Prices
Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Look What Your Money
Can Do For You!
Savings Plans that ,offer you maximum














































than U. S. Treasury
Bill Rate
Based on Each Week's/Treasury Auction.
. This Week's Nate 7.64%
Interest on all savings are Compounded Dail
Early Withdlawal Requires a Substantial erest Penalty
••••••m•••  am. ••••••••••







eral cl •Ocivings Sdk_ Coan
▪ •
Opening In Afigust
Murray South Branch -715 S. 12th
Phone
' 753-7921
CORN-AUSTIN WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY THE 3RD & 4TH OF JULY TO PREPARE FOR





NOW IS TN! TIME TO










































































•SALE STARTS WED. JULY 5th at 9 A.M. Be There CORN-AUSTIN %%*
•••
Aisecistion-
••• Adrninistratoi
Not/fig ibi
